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Preface
Figure 1 ― Service Grid/Web Services/Self-managing Information Systems
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Two advanced computer architectures ― grid computing and Web services ―
are converging.
And new self-managing systems/application/network
management schemes are being developed to simplify the management of
applications, systems, storage subsystems, and devices that operate over these
converged service grids (see Figure 1).
As a result of the combination of grid computing, Web services architecture, and
self-managed systems/storage/network/applications/database software and
devices, buyers of information systems will be able to:
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•

Better exploit existing computing resources while reducing administrative
overhead related to managing distributed, heterogeneous information
systems;

•

Process batch workloads more quickly;

•

Manage workload across available resources

•

Lower costs for processing large, complex workloads;

•

Provide secure, federated data access in a large scale distributed
environment

•

Purchase additional processing power and applications on an as needed
basis (called “utility computing”) to address spike demands for additional
computing power and to provide applications on subscription fee basis;

•

More easily collaborate with internal or external organizations;

•

Reduce the complexity and cost of systems/storage/network management.

This report discusses the forthcoming convergence of these three elements ―
and provides Information System (IS) executives with background definitions,
strategic insights, and vendor/supplier research and analysis in order to help early
adopters prepare for grid/Web services system/network deployment.
What Is Grid Computing?
The key concept to understand about “grid computing” is input/output. A typical
PC or server uses an internal system bus to move information between memory,
processors, storage subsystems, and communications subsystems. (Note: there
are midrange and high-end servers that use internal switches to message
between memory, processors, storage and communications subsystems that
reside inside a system’s cabinet ― but most low-end servers use a single bus
architecture). In many cases, this internal bus architecture can easily be
overloaded ― especially when processing large graphics files, large databases,
or memory-intensive workloads.
Now extrapolate: just suppose that instead of using an internal system bus or
switch to provide access to memory, storage, processor, or communications
resources, imagine using a network-based switch architecture to fluidly and
dynamically access information and resources in a global network comprised of a
variety of processors, storage, and network devices. This switch-based
architecture would enable your system to make “personalized phone calls”
between your computer and other devices (such as storage and printers) or to
other application services, or to databases over very high-speed links ―
providing expeditious service for your computing needs while reducing
performance-related bottlenecks (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 ― Difference Between an Internal Bus and an External, Switched
Grid
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This standards–based high-speed network operating system that enables
distributed resource sharing and management across heterogeneous,
geographically dispersed systems, is what is now frequently referred to as a grid
architecture. The notion behind the grid is that it can include any system, any
storage and any network. Today some grids may look more like clusters, but the
true grids of the future will have the characteristics described above.
What Are Web Services?
A grid network enables the physical connection of devices and resources (as
described above). Once connected these devices need to have a common
understanding of the information that they are sharing ― and an agreed to
interface for communications between disparate applications and devices. “Web
services” provides this basis for information sharing and for interfaces between
disparate systems.
Web services is a distributed computing architecture. It consists of an industry
standard program-to-program communications interface (called Simple Object
Access Protocol ― SOAP); a template for establishing the ground rules for
communications (called Web services Description Language ― WSDL); and
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Web services make use of a common format/syntax language for sharing
information called eXtensible Markup Language (XML).
Together these
interfaces, templates, and format enable data and content to be easily shared
between cooperative, disparate systems.
What is a Service Grid?
At Bloor NA, we call this offering of Web services distributed computing
architectures over an external high-speed grid network, a “service grid”. The
service grid will provide grid-based web services, also known as “grid services”.
Figure 3 ― Web Services Over a Communications Grid ― or A “Service
Grid”
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How Do Systems/Application/Network Management Schema Fit Into This
Picture?
Configuring and managing grid networks and distributed computing environments
can be a complex endeavor. Skill requirements can include knowledge of
networks, distributed database behavior, load balancing, performance tuning and
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system optimization, and much more. And individuals who have these skills can
be difficult to find and expensive to employ.
For this new grid-based, Web services architecture to gain strong commercial
acceptance, new ― more automated ― ways to deploy and manage systems,
storage subsystems and network devices need to be developed in order to
simplify deployment and management of grid resources.
As grid computing and Web services gain commercial market acceptance, new
tools and utilities that enable systems and networking equipment to “manage
themselves” (self-management) or to automatically manage other devices (with
no human intervention) are expected to be developed. Information systems,
devices, peripherals, and networks will become responsible for their own
operation; or they will provide other devices or programs with information needed
to perform management tasks on their behalf.
For enterprises, these types of tools and utilities will be invaluable (especially
given the scarcity and expense of deeply skilled IS administrators). But Bloor
Research - North America (Bloor NA) expects that some of the money that will be
saved— as grids make better use of computing devices and storage subsystems
(thus necessitating the purchase of fewer computers and storage systems) — will
need to be reinvested in this next generation of system self-management tools
and utilities. In other words, some of what you save by using systems resources
more efficiently will need to be reinvested new management software (you’ll need
to budget for more systems/storage/network management software). On the
other hand, by replacing recurring “people costs” (salary, benefits, recruitment,
etc.) with non-recurring management software costs, enterprises should come out
ahead of the game in better financial condition in the long run.
What Is This Report About?
This report is about how grid computing, Web services architecture, and selfmanaging systems software are converging ― and how the combination of these
architectures/management schema are becoming viable for commercial markets.
To date, grid computing has been largely associated with scientific applications
(for instance in pharmaceutical, medical, space, and human genome research).
However, grids are starting to be deployed commercially in specialized industries
such as industrial and computer manufacturing, life sciences, financial services
and government. And recent advances in network architecture, increasing use of
Web services architecture, and greater sophistication in systems/storage/network
management products will make grids even more viable in commercial settings.
How will these grids be used? This report describes hypothetical (generic) uses
for grids and service grids in commercial computing settings. And it contains
several “real-world” examples of grid usage in industries such as financial,
pharmaceutical, automotive, digital content creation, scientific research, electronic
design, oil and gas, software (software builds), and life sciences.
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How Is This Report Organized?
How is this report organized? We at Bloor NA believe that IS executives need a
simple, easy-to-read, high-level report that describes the convergence of grid and
Web services architectures and related management schema. We also believe
that generic and real-world examples of how to use this architecture in
commercial environments will be valuable to IS executives and other strategic
planners. Further, a critical overview of various products and services being
offered to build grid environments will help IS executives make more informed
buying decisions. We have therefore organized this report into three sections:
1

Primer on grid /Web services and self-management;

2

Scientific and commercial examples of grids; and

3

Vendor critiques.

Part 1 ― The Primer ― contains definitions of the various architectural
components of grid services and Web services architectures, and related
systems/storage/network management schema.
Part 2 ― The Scientific and Commercial Examples section describes how grid
architectures are being used today. It looks at real-world and hypothetical
examples of how grids are being used for scientific and commercial computing
environments. It also offers several early examples of service grids and provides
additional examples of how service grids may be used in the future.
Part 3 ― The Vendor Critiques section lists numerous vendors that offer grid
computing products ― as well as critiques some of the products and strategies of
various suppliers of grid computing, Web services, and self-management
computing products and services.
This report also concludes with a final section of summary observations.
What We Hope You Will Learn
Upon completion of this report, we hope that you will understand:
1. The types of grid environments;
2. The relationship of grid and Web services architectures.
3. The relationship of self-managing systems/storage/networks to grid and
Web services.
4. Benefits of grid technologies
5. How grid technologies can be used in commercial environments;
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6. The benefits of the converged grid /Web services models ― the service
grid;
7. How the service grid will be used in commercial accounts
8. Where to turn for products and services related to building a grid or
service grid computing architecture.
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Report Synopsis
As mentioned in the Preface, this report is logically organized into three sections:
1

A primer on grid computing, Web services, and related systems/storage/network device management;

2

Real world examples that describe how grid computing is migrating from
scientific into commercial environments; and,

3

A vendor critique section that provides valuable buyer’s guide information
and Bloor NA perspectives on some important grid products and services.

This Report Synopsis is also organized in this same fashion.
Part I ― A Primer on Grid, Web Services, and Related Management
Hardware/Software
The key perspectives to be understood in this section are:
1. Two computing architectures, grid and Web services, are coming together
to enable enterprises to make better use of computing, storage, and
network resources. Meanwhile,
2. Systems/storage/network management hardware and software is being
developed to enable grid-networked devices to manage themselves (selfmanagement), or provide other devices with information needed to
provide management services.
As a result of these trends, major changes in the way that computers and storage
devices will be configured/interconnected; in the way that applications will work
with each other; and in the way that devices are managed are taking place.
These changes should be of high-interest to Information Systems (IS) managers,
administrators, and business executives who have responsibility for computer
systems.
Grid Basics: Compute/Information/Service/Intelligent Grids
Grid computing ― Grid computing refers to a network architecture designed for large-scale dynamic sharing
computing resources. It works by taking the responsibility for input/output requests for storage, memory,
processing, and/or communications resources away from individual machines and instead moves that
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responsibility to a network grid that searches for available resources to handle resource requests. When you
read the term “grid” in this report, think: “externalized input/output”.

Four Types of Grids

From Bloor NA’s perspective there are four types of grid implementations:
1

Computing grids;

2

Information grids;

3

Service grids; and,

4

Intelligent grids.

Computing grids focus on exploiting unused computing power. Information grids
focus on sharing files and business collaboration ― usually between
geographically separated individuals or organizations. Service grids focus on
cross-platform program-to-program communications over a high-speed grid
network. And Intelligent grids focus on automated systems/storage/network
management of grid environments.
Computing grids have been used primarily for scientific and engineering
applications over the past decade. But Bloor NA expects collaborative
information grids, service grids (or Web service grids), and intelligent grids to
mature quickly over the next few years ― and these new grids will make gridbased computing attractive for many commercial applications.
Web Services Architecture Basics
Web services - Web services is a distributed computing architecture that exploits the use of loosely coupled
application objects (see Figure 4). This architecture is defined by the Worldwide Web Consortium (the W3C).
At present it consists of two communications interfaces/templates (Simple Object Access Protocol - SOAP; and
Web Services Description Language - WSDL). XML is a format/syntax language that sometimes uses SOAP
and WSDL to pass information and data between cooperative applications using.
Web services can also make use of an evolving standard registry service (known as Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration) from UDDI.org to find and communicate with other application objects located in
UDDI registries. This adds a dynamic element to Web services ― enabling applications to find and bind with
each other automatically in loosely coupled form. Using this approach, dozens or hundreds of application
objects could be linked to form complex application strings. And, in this respect, Web services represents a
new way to make object-oriented program take-off.
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Figure 4 ― Contrasting Tightly Coupled versus Loosely Coupled
Architectures
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The basic concept to understand about Web services is that an application can
invoke another application (or more precisely: application object) to provide
services (such as transactional or computational services) for it, using Web
protocols (Internet, intranet, extranet) for connection; and using Web services
templates/interfaces/ and XML format for communications purposes.
Over five hundred companies (consisting of end-user organizations and members
of the vendor community) have professed their support for Web services
standards. And with this kind of vendor/user support, Bloor expects Web services
to eventually become a preferred means of providing for inter/intra-vendor
program-to-program communications.
Self-management Hardware/Software Basics

Configuring a grid environment as well as optimizing the performance of systems,
applications, and networks that use the grid will require individuals (administrators
and systems architects) with skills in network design and optimization, directories
and directory services, workload balancing, database administration, and
systems/storage/network management. Truly skilled, high-level designers and
administrators are hard to come by ― and are usually expensive to recruit and
maintain.
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But just suppose for a moment that building grid environments was simple and
straightforward. And suppose that many of the tasks (such as building
system/resource directories) usually assigned to administrators could be
automated. If this were the case, then configuring, administering, and managing
a grid would be greatly simplified.
Many grid/Web services vendors are hard at work building “self-managing”
system/storage/network management products designed to help reduce the need
for human intervention in designing and managing grid environments. These
products are taking particular aim at:
1

Discovery and management of computing resources (self-management,
and/or the automated management of other devices);

2

Providing policy support (access control, authentication services, etc.);

3

Allowing for performance management;

4

Providing event notification in case of system/application failure; and

5

Log, trace, and debugging services.

Bloor Research NA observes that some products that enable the management of
grid environments exist today ― such as performance tuning tools and utilities as
well as software for establishing and enforcing policy controls. But these tools
need to be far more automated and self-sustaining if the dream of building large,
global grids of cooperative computers is to be realized.
Part II – Scientific and Commercial Grid Use
One of the primary reasons that Bloor – NA undertook this report was to make IS
managers aware that grid computing is moving from its scientific numbercrunching/resource sharing origins into the commercial world. In this section
you’ll find over a dozen examples of how grids have been used in the scientific
community ― and how grids are now being used for commercial purposes.
Where are grids being used commercially? Bloor NA found several examples of
grids in:
•

Life sciences (particularly in pharmaceuticals);

•

Engineering (inter/intra-team collaborative design)

•

Collaborative Product Commerce (Grids are especially useful in staging
large, detailed, 3D graphical files);

•

Financial Services (portfolio risk analysis)

•

EDA (Electronic Design Automation)

•

Digital content creation (for instance, to create special effects);
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•

Testing (for instance load testing of software environments);

•

Server/storage aggregation (or even consolidation);

•

Workload/Resource Management

•

Batch processing
timeframe/window);

•

Decision support/data mining.

(process

more

batch

work

in

a

shorter

Many of these examples of grid usage are discussed in this section ― using real
world examples of accounts using grids to reap the abovementioned benefits.
Part III - Vendor Critiques
Bloor has interviewed AVAKI, Entropia, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Platform, and Sun
― and has researched several other vendors (such as Microsoft). The following
represents our snapshot comments about what we learned:
AVAKI
AVAKI’s real strength is in wide area access to distributed data, applications, and
compute power.
Overall, AVAKI has a clear understanding of grid architecture and standards ―
and a very focused industry-specific marketing effort. Right now the company
focuses on compute grids for the scientific marketplace ― and on the commercial
side, Avaki is focused on building grids in life sciences, financial services,
engineering-intensive manufacturing, and electronic design automation.
Also worthy of note is that AVAKI is much smaller than IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
and Sun ― and hence is not as strongly focused on self-management initiatives.
Instead the company focuses on data drill down, compute-intensive
environments, and is just now getting into Web services application development
on grid architecture.
AVAKI also partners with several original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) including IBM, Sun and HP.
DataSynapse
DataSynapse was a real surprise to us. All of the other grid computing
architecture providers that we had interviewed focused on data/resource
management, policy management, and other elements of grid computing related
to grid infrastructure. But DataSynapse led its briefing with a discussion about
how it builds grid applications ― the company approaches grid deployment from
an application integration perspective ― an approach that is distinctly different
from the approaches of all of the other grid vendors.
Also worth of note, DataSynapse is focused on two specific markets: financial and
energy (both commercial markets). The company has a strong application
integration product set that meshes nicely with its underlying grid resource
15

management architecture. If your company is in the energy or financial field and
you are evaluating computing grids, DataSynapse is worth a look.
Entropia
We almost skipped Entropia ― thinking “who really wants to know about a PC
grid company”… But, we’re glad we didn’t. Entropia helps its customers exploit
unused PC power within their organization ― and puts that power to use
performing additional compute functions (saving enterprises from having to
purchase additional servers).
What we liked most about Entropia was how they run PC environments. They
know that using PCs must be made transparent to the end-user; and they know
that if a failure occurs, their software must back-out gracefully, leaving the user’s
PC environment intact. And they know that grid data processed on a PC must
remain invisible to the PC user (for security, privacy, and other reasons). What
Entropia offers is an environment that makes transparent operation and failure
recovery transparent ― and for owners of large networks of PCs, Entropia has a
very interesting grid proposition.
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard, with its Utility Data Center, has architected a highly-integrated
centralized grid management center complete with system and network
management facilities, network connections, middleware, and resource/policy
management software (through partnerships) needed to rapidly deploy and easily
reconfigure grid environments. HP’s grid strategy focuses on this concept of
“Utility Computing” where computing power is available on demand.
HP is strongly committed to standards – HP has announced support for Globus
and is a member of GGF. HP has been particularly active as a member of the
Applications Working Group, focused on developing best practices and
standards for grid application development environments and grid applications.
Both HP and Compaq have historically had a strong grid presence in the
scientific, research and academic communities as well as great “cluster” product
offerings. It is still unclear how these efforts will be positioned relative to the UDC
and HP’s overall grid strategy.
IBM
IBM has a major commitment to grid computing. Over the years the company
has done well in the scientific/research grid community ― and has many good
examples of compute grids used for technical applications. Now the company is
moving strongly into the commercial grid arena (sometimes with the aid of
partners like Avaki, Entropia, and Platform).
IBM can be readily differentiated from other grid competitors by the size and
strength of its professional services organization, as well as by what it calls
“autonomic computing” (self-managing systems/devices).
It can also be
differentiated by its approach to grid ― IBM looks at grids from the top-down (the
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enterprise/inter-enterprise level) ― paying close attention to cross-platform
interoperability issues. This approach contrasts sharply with Sun Microsystems
― a company that looks at grids from the bottom-up (from the departmental level
up).
Further, IBM is very active in grid standards committees ― especially the OGSA
(the design architecture for combining grid computing and Web services). It is
clear to Bloor NA that IBM is betting big on grid in the enterprise.
Parabon Computational
Parabon Computational is a small ($5m) vendor of grid technology. The
company has a different approach to grids than most of its competitors in that it
devotes a dedicated server run its Frontier distributed resource management,
security, and management software, while clients/servers on the grid use Pioneer
to perform grid services. Also noteworthy is that the company is a strong
believer/user of Java technology.
Platform Computing
Platform is noteworthy because the company has excellent grid products ― and
especially because the company spends much time up-front helping
organizations figure out how they are going to use grids for additional computing
capacity as well as to share resources. Platform actually has tools and
methodologies that show enterprises how to exploit grids, that examine workflow,
and that help prioritize which groups within a company get access to what
resources.
Platform has a huge installed base — almost 1,500 customers and 250,000
software licenses — found in electronic design automation (EDA), computer and
industrial manufacturing (primarily automotive and aerospace), life sciences,
government & research, and financial services markets. Most of Platform’s grids
are enterprise grids – “clusters of clusters”, usually including thousands of
heterogeneous computers in geographically dispersed locations. This contrasts
sharply with what we found at Sun Microsystems (almost 5200 grids ― mostly
departmental clusters).
SGI
SGI places a strong emphasis on using grids for collaborative and visualization
purposes. The company’s Onyx line of processors is known industry-wide for its
ability to perform complex calculations; and the company’s InfiniteReality graphics
subsystems is one of the best in the business. The two combine to enable the
computing of complex data as well as the display of that data to collaborative
creative and technical users who may be attached to SGI computers over a grid.
Sun Microsystems
Sun boasts almost 5200 installed grids (most of these grids are small,
departmental clusters ― but Sun’s strategy is to start small and grow big (Sun will
need to leverage these installed grids by growing them into enterprise, and
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ultimately intra-enterprise grids). With about 50% of its grid installs in commercial
settings, Sun is very definitely making inroads into commercial environments.
Note that Sun’s start small approach is sometimes criticized for being
homogeneous because the department grids they install are largely based on
Sun’s Solaris operating environment or Linux. Sun responded to this criticism
with the following comments:
•

Sun has a true heterogeneous strategy, with binaries for all the popular
UNIX products freely available. It is 100% heterogeneously interoperable.
The fact that HP, AIX, SGI etc in total only represent about 25% of
downloads is simply indicative of the installed base of these systems
compared to Solaris and Linux systems.

•

While departmental grids represent the majority of Sun's grid installed
base, a number of sites are enterprise grids, and a number of sites,
especially a number of Sun's Centers of Excellence, have deployed
global grids using Grid Engine and Globus technology.

Bloor NA’s perspective is that Sun’s approach is a valid way to enter the
commercial grid marketplace ― and based on the level of involvement we see
from Sun on standards for heterogeneous grid computing, we are comfortable
that Sun’s products will operate successfully in heterogeneous grid environments
to some degree now, and to a greater degree in the future.
Sun’s Grid Engine Enterprise Edition, Sun ONE and iPlanet (Web services) are
combining to form the foundation for Suns’ commercial grid push. Sun’s
Management center provides the basis for some systems and storage selfmanagement.
Finally, it is also important to mention that Sun also partners with Avaki and others
to deliver access to heterogeneous computing environments to its customers.
United Devices
“UD” is a small, Austin, Texas-based grid vendor. The company has a good grid
architecture (good grid resource management, good security, good management)
― and a unique approach to systems/storage management using Web services
architecture.
On the downside, United Device’s size is a hindrance. The company needs more
people and more cash to start to build its sales alliances (in order to get more
feet-on-the-street); and the company needs to build a stable of Independent
Software Vendor relationships in order to greatly expand the number of
applications that can run on its grid architecture.
Key Findings and Summary Observations
1

The convergence of Web services, grid computing, and self-managing systems
and devices represent the “next-generation” of computing. More specifically, grid
represents a new way of dynamically configuring and managing resources
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(systems, storage, network) to get optimal use of such resources. Web services
represent a new way of creating cross-platform, large-scale highly interoperable
computing environments. And self-managing systems represent a way to reduce
overall management costs and complexity (and will be a necessity to the overall
success of grid services in commercial environments).
2

System/storage/network self-management, grid computing, and Web services are
all complementary technologies. As these three architectures merge, the way
that computing will be done in the future will change greatly.

3

There are several types of grids. Some are optimized for harnessing PC power
using grid networking. Others are designed and optimized to enable server and
storage cycle and storage capture and virtualization. Still others focus on
collaborative computing. In all, Bloor NA has identified four “grid types” including:
computing grids, information grids, service grids, and intelligent grids.

4

There are several trade press articles that claim that systems self-management is
years away. But to Bloor NA there are dozens-upon-dozens of systems/network/storage management tools and utilities available today that allow systems,
applications, databases and storage devices to perform certain self-management
tasks automatically or semi-automatically. To us the goal of build completely selfmanaged systems could be years away ― but there are enough products and
utilities today to build at least some degree of self-management into grid-based
system environments.

5

Grid’s strong presence in the scientific and technical community has proved the
point that grid technology does work. So the big questions are: “when will
commercial enterprises adopt grid computing?” and “how will grids be
commercially used?” Much to our surprise, there were many more grids being
used commercially than expected. Bloor NA believes that grid computing is
ready for commercial deployment now. And we believe that several industries ―
including life sciences, engineering design/complex modeling, financial services,
entertainment (using grids for digital content creation), and others ― have
applications that are exploiting both compute grids and information (collaborative)
grids already.

6

Grid vendors can be distinguished/differentiated by:
•

Their strategic approach to the grid market (some take a top-down
approach; others use a bottom-up approach. And, their approach
influences the types of products they build and the services that they
offer).

•

Their product sets. Some offer rich resource/policy management tools
and utilities ― others partner to provide their customers with such
functionality. Some offer self-management tools/utilities ― some do not.

•

Their professional services offerings. Some view professional services as
a strategic revenue source. Others have business plans that minimize
their respective company’s professional services offerings.
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PART I:
GRID PRIMER
____________________________________________________
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What This Section Is About
In order to proceed with a discussion of “grid computing” it is necessary to
establish that the authors of this report and the readers are on the “same page”
with respect having a common understanding of grid computing, Web Services,
grid services and self-management schema. This section provides basis
definition of these architectures and technologies.
What We Hope You’ll Learn
In this section we hope that you will learn the following:
1

What grid computing is, and how it relates to Web services and selfmanagement services;

2

What Web services are, and how they relate to grid computing;

3

What self-managing systems/devices are and how they relate to Web
services and grid computing; and

4

How the grid standards are being set ― and how and which
organizations are contributing to the formation of those standards
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Chapter
1

What Is Grid Computing?
Getting Started: Common Concepts and Definitions
In order to ensure that the authors and the readers of this report have a common
understanding of grid technology, this chapter provides:
1. In-depth definitions of grid computing;
2. A description of the four grid types identified by Bloor NA; and,
3. A discussion of grid standardization efforts.
What is Grid Computing?
The term grid computing originated in the mid 1990’s to describe a proposed
computing architecture for scientific/engineering computing. The original term
“grid” was used to reflect the goal of architecting a global computing grid with the
same transparency and universal usage as the global power grid. The first “grid”
applications focused on aggregating unused processing in desktop computers to
form a compute grid ― providing scientists with supercomputer levels of
performance at a relatively low cost.
At a physical level, a grid computing environment is a high-speed networked
environment that allows for dynamic resource sharing. Today’s broader definition
of Grid computing refers to an high-speed networking architecture designed for
large-scale and dynamic sharing of commercial and technical applications, data,
and computing power within an enterprise or across multiple external
organizations. This definition incorporates both the compute grid described
above, as well as the concept of an information grid ― where applications and
data are also shared.
Worthy of note is that ― at its most basic level ― a grid is like an extended
system bus architecture. A system bus carries data and information between
memory, graphics, storage, networking and processor components. A grid uses
a network to carry (send/receive) data and information between these same
component types.
What are Service Grids?
From the perspective of Bloor NA, service grids and grid computing are distinctly
different. Grid computing describes the actual infrastructure ― the network,
fabric, management, programmatic interfaces, middleware, etc. ― that enable
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devices to find each other and communicate. The grid is a network fabric
consisting of networked components and grid communications standards.
A service grid, on the other hand, is comprised of grid infrastructure as well as an
application program-to-program communications architecture (Web services) that
runs over the grid. This Web services architecture consists of a number of
program-specific protocols, a registry service, and programmatic interfaces that
allow applications to use the underlying grid architecture as an information
highway. In short: the grid is the network highway between various devices; a
service grid is the network highway plus a distributed computing architecture
called Web services that enables applications to communicate over the grid
highway (see Figure 5 for a diagram of the basic components of grid
architecture).
Figure 5 ― A Basic Service Grid Architecture
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The grid middleware handles authentication& authorization, resource discovery &
monitoring, reliable remote service invocation, high-performance remote data
access and transient service instances. By enabling these tasks, the grid
protocols implement a standards-based distributed, dynamic environment for
resource sharing and management across geographically dispersed
heterogeneous systems.
Web services protocols (SOAP, WSDL XML & UDDI) will provide large-scale
integration with commercial legacy computing environments.
By its nature, the grid should be operating system, network, systems and storage
independent— which is precisely what makes the grid architecture so desirable
for large scale heterogeneous distributed computing.
Over time, self-management will be implemented in each individual layer of the
stack but each element must be linked by a centralized control point.
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Grid Computing ― Other Definitions
There are a number of other good definitions of grid computing and service grids.
Grid Computing

The Globus Project (chartered with developing fundamental technologies to build
computational grids ― and described in more detail later in this report) offers this
definition:

Grid computing is a technology that uses the Internet as basic wiring to let people share computing, storage,
data, programs, and other resources, just like the electric power grid allows people and energy companies to
share generators of all kinds. The goal is to allow anyone with a computer to effectively integrate instruments,
displays, and computational and information resources over a variety of computer platforms.

Source: Globus

Service Grids

Service grids are the intersection of grid and Web services technology. As such,
the service grid provides the underlying architecture for the utility computing
model. Sun Microsystems defines a service grid as follows:
Collections of services brought together from across the network. Service grids will be composed of services
that you'll need at a particular time, mail, stock feeds, word-processing, or flight information, for example. Each
piece of the service grid will come from a source that specializes in that function so you'll always get a best-ofbreed solution.

Source: Sun Microsystems

In this case, the grid provides a reliable, secure underlying infrastructure that links
heterogeneous systems, applications, and other resources (using Web services
architecture for program-to-program communications). Service grids provide the
means and standards by which business processes can be linked to deploy
applications as services over the web.
What Makes Grid Different From Other Networking Approaches?
There are many “predecessor architectures” that precede grid computing in terms
of attempting to merge computing power, share storage, and facilitate programto-program communications. Some of these architectures include clustering,
peer-to-peer computing, and connection aspects of distributed computing
architectures. But grid computing is a distinctly different animal when compared
to these architectures ― particularly with its focus on making the external network
a large, high-speed bus for finding processing power, storage, and peripheral
services.
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Here are some comparisons between grid, clusters, peer-to-peer computing, and
other distributed computing architectures.
Grid and Clusters

One of the big debate points in the grid marketplace is whether “clusters” or
“clusters-of-clusters” actually constitute computing grids.
“Cluster” configuration usually refers to a small grouping of computing resources that share a common
database and application set ― often comprised of three or more systems and found in an isolated
application processing environment at a departmental level. But note: large “clusters” have been built to
provide supercomputer-like services in the scientific/research communities.

Clusters and grids both operate on the same underlying principle that a group of
computers acts as one. However, grid computing differs in several significant
ways:
1. First, grid computing typically implies linking many geographically
dispersed resources. Another focal point is to enable a heterogeneous
mix of hardware and software. Clusters are usually collocated and
homogeneous.
2. Secondly, resources that are part of the grid don’t have to be dedicated to
the grid, so these resources can be used when excess processing power
is available and returned to their everyday work as needed. Clusters
usually lock resources and make them available for use to users in the
same domain only.
3. Finally, grids also share data and applications in addition to processing
power. Some clusters are dedicated to processing one application off of
one shared database.
Grids and Peer-to-Peer computing

Peer-to-peer systems can, like grid systems, be linked in a fabric-like network
configuration. Peer-to-peer systems can also be linked one-to-one (not
necessarily in a network fabric configuration) or on a departmental local area
network (LAN) ― again, not necessarily in a network fabric configuration.
Peer-to-peer systems environments focus largely on PC-based collaborative
messaging environments, file sharing, and on departmental resource sharing.
These peer-based systems may ― or may not ― require high-speed connections
to each other or storage subsystems in order to provide acceptable levels of
performance to users. Comparatively, grid computing focuses on tackling large
computing problems using heterogeneous workstations & servers—often making
heavy use of storage virtualization and frequently requiring high-speed networks
to improve performance.
Like grid computing, peer-to-peer leverages available computing resources to
handle shared applications and facilitate collaboration. Speed, CPU type,
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performance expectations, and applications used in each environment differ
somewhat.
Service Grids and Other Distributed Computing Architectures

Service grids, because they make use of Web services architecture, are
sometimes compared to other distributed computing architectures such as the
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) and Microsoft’s
Distributed Computing Object Model (DCOM). Like CORBA and DCOM, service
grids include remote procedure calls that run over the Internet. And like CORBA
and DCOM, service grids allow applications to run in a cooperative, distributed
fashion.
CORBA, DCOM and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI ― yet another approach
to distributed computing optimized for data interchange between business
partners) architectures were not really designed for the purpose of sharing
computing power, or optimized to provide the level of high-performance that grid
computing looks to address.
Types of Grids
Different vendors define grid computing in different ways; different vendors
approach the grid market from different angles; and different vendors segment
and classify the grid marketplace according to their own particular strengths and
weaknesses. (For instance, a vendor with a weak grid management story will
leave out a discussion of autonomic computing ― while those with strong
management stories make grid self-management a necessary and vital part of
their respective grid go-to-market strategies). The same holds true for vendors
who classify grids on the basis of departmental, enterprise, and inter-enterprise ―
some vendors are very strong in resource management capabilities that make
them strong departmental grid players ― while others have the ability to integrate
heterogeneous platforms and provide advanced naming conventions (so they
make these elements “critical” to the building of grid environments).
Instead of “splitting-hairs” on how grids can be classified, Bloor NA offers the
following four categories of grid computing for the reader’s consideration:
1) Compute grids;
2) Information grids;
3) Service grids; and
4) Intelligent grids.
The evolution and roadmap for these grid types are described in this section.
Grids ― Evolution and Roadmap

It can be argued that computing grids have been around since clustered systems
arrived in the mid 1980s. Clusters were initially designed to allow computing
power and storage to be processed and shared across high-speed (local)
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network interconnects (channels or high-speed local area networks ― LANs).
But the name “grid computing” has been with us since the mid-1990s (the
compute grid was derived from an analogy to an electrical power grid where
power is delivered, resources are shared, and the grid is wholly manageable ―
and in many cases automatically self-manageable).
The early 1990s grids focused on capturing and exploiting PC computing cycles
in order to harness unused PC computing power. The primary uses for the
“computing grid” have been for scientific, engineering, and space research ― as
manifested in the Mersenne Project as well as the SETI@home project
(explained later in this report).
Starting around the year 2000 “information grids” started to gain in popularity.
These grids may be compared to “peer-to-peer” services primarily for the purpose
of collaborative computing (groupware, file sharing, and the like). Companies
such as Groove Networks and now defunct music file swapping Napster used
these grids for the purpose of sharing information between peers. But true
information grids (also called data grids) provide standards-based federated data
sharing for business applications such as research data sharing, collaborative
product design and wide-area data distribution and management. These
information grids are starting to gain commercial market acceptance today ―
especially for collaborative activities between geographically separated
individuals or organizations. And consumer-oriented “peer-to-peer” environments
remain popular (despite copyright infringement issues) for music file sharing.
Although information grids have continued to gain in popularity, 2002 has brought
about the advent of a new grid type, the “service grid”.
The service grid
combines the physical elements of grid interconnection (high-speed, fabric-like
network interconnect) with Web services program-to-program architecture to
deliver an environment that enables applications written in various languages
running on various operating environments to interoperate with disparate
applications and platforms. These service grids are reliant on Web services
architecture and standards in order to facilitate program-to-program
communications–. Web services are just now starting to gain acceptance as a
standards-based, object-oriented program-to-program distributed computing
architecture. As Web services gain acceptance in commercial environments,
Bloor NA expects service grids to also gain in popularity (starting in 2003 and
beyond).
Finally, as advances take place in systems/storage/network management,
another grid type ― the “intelligent grid” will arrive. This grid will consist of basic
grid network interconnect elements combined with systems/storage/network
management hardware/software enhancements (and maybe even applications
and database management capabilities) that will enable grid devices to
automatically manage themselves or other devices on the network. These
intelligent grids will greatly reduce the amount of human involvement needed to
configure, grow and maintain complex, distributed grid computing environments.
All of these grid types are illustrated in Table 1. Note that these grids are not
mutually exclusive ― each successive generation does not necessarily cancelout the preceding generation.
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Table 1 - Grid Computing: Evolution/Roadmap

Grid Type

Definition

Application

Examples

Market
Leaders

Compute
Grid

Sharing excess PC
compute cycles to
provide a highperformance lowcost computing
environment.
Distributed
architecture designed for largescale dynamic
sharing of
commercial and
technical
applications, data,
and compute power
within the
enterprise or across
multiple external
organ-izations.
Integration of Grid
and Web services
concepts and
technologies using
grid to implement a
services-oriented
architecture.
Self-managing
utility architectures.

Scientific research;
engineering.

-Mersenne grid; SETI@home.

Entropia, Sun,
Platform,
United Devices

Specialized
industries
(pharmaceutical,
biotech, medical
research, financial
services, oil and gas
exploration.)

-IBM/UPenn
Mammography
research project AVAKI 2.5

AVAKI,
Platform, IBM,
Sun, HP

Enterprise and interenterprise
applications.
Enterprise utility
computing

HP’s Utility Data
Center. -OGSA
(Open Grid
Services
Architecture)
-Sun ONE

HP, IBM, Sun.

Beyond department
and enterprise massive extended
enterprises
encompassing
partners, suppliers,
and customers.

-IBM eLiza -IBM
Workload
Manager
-HP Planetary
Computing project
-Sun Management
Center, “N1”

IBM, Sun, HP

Information
Grid

Service Grid

Intelligent
Grid

Source: Bloor Research - North America, July, 2002

The “Utility Computing” Concept
Another conceptual view of grids is the “utility computing model”. This view takes
the position that computing resources (processing power, storage, and even
applications and databases) are becoming commodities. And because these
resources can be deployed as commodities, grid power and storage could be
made available and be provisioned on demand. In this scenario, grids will be
capable of managing higher-level functions such as security, data access and
transformation, and application recovery; and Web services will provide the basis
for applications to communicate with one and other.
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Grid - Standardization Efforts
From Bloor NA’s perspective, there are three projects/consortia/standards
organizations that IS executives should track to monitor progress in the creation
of grid standards. They are:
1. Global Grid Forum;
2. The Globus Project;
3. OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture).
The interrelationship of these organizations is illustrated in Figure 6 (below).
Figure 6 - Globus, GGF, OGSA Interrelationships
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Source: Bloor Research - NA, July, 2002

The Global Grid Forum is the standards setting organization for Grid computing.
The Globus Project is a multi-institutional research and development effort
creating fundamental technologies needed to build computational grids. And
OGSA is a proposed architectural standard for grid computing ― a standard that
works toward defining clear programmatic interfaces, management interfaces,
naming conventions, directories, and more for the convergence of grid computing
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and Web services. This architectural standard represents a proposed way to
enable grid computing and Web services to merge into one cohesive
infrastructure through applications architecture.
These organizations/architectures are discussed in greater detail in remaining subsections of this
chapter.
The Globus Project

The Globus Project is a multi-institutional grid research and development
organization. It develops and implements basic grid technologies and builds a
toolkit to help other organizations implement grids, grid standards, and even
OGSA proposed standards.
Recent Globus projects include:
On September 24, the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) announced a $12.1 million "NSF Middleware
Initiative" building on Globus. Said an NSF spokesman: "Much as the NSFnet network, established in 1985 laid
the groundwork for the dramatic success of the Internet, we expect this NSF Middleware Initiative to lay
foundations for the Grid, and spur adoption of the advanced services that will define the networks and
distributed systems of tomorrow."
On August 27, NSF announced a $10 million grant to create a national virtual "collaboratory" to allow engineers
to share equipment, data and research tools in order to create better techniques to safeguard structures against
earthquakes. It will use Globus technology and the Globus partners will be co-investigators.
The U.S. Department of Energy this summer announced the investment of around $30 million to researchers
including the Globus partners to conduct R&D aimed at creating "national collaboratories" in support of climate,
high-energy physics, fusion, and other science disciplines.
Globus will play a key role in the recently announced NSF Distributed Terascale Facility, which will put in place
13.6 Teraflops of computing, based on Itanium clusters connected by a 40 gigabit per second network.
The European Union and U.K. eScience program also recently announced a suite of Grid projects that build on
Globus technologies.

Source: www.globus.org
The Globus Toolkit

A primary product of the Globus Project is the Globus toolkit developed by USC's
Information Sciences Institute (ISI) and Argonne National Laboratory, a set of
open architecture, open source software tools for building computational grids
and grid-based applications.
In the toolkit are tools and libraries addressing such areas as security, information
infrastructure, resource and data management, communication, fault detection
and portability. The toolkit has contributions from many different projects,
developers and leading computer vendors and software suppliers. The Globus
software focuses primarily on non-PC computers and is evolving as a widely
accepted middleware standard.
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In November 2001, Compaq (now part of HP), Cray, SGI, Sun Microsystems,
Veridian, Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC announced that they will port and/or support
the Globus Toolkit by developing a version of it for their platforms. Entropia, IBM,
and Microsoft had previously announced support for Globus. At the same time,
Platform announced that it would work with Globus to provide a commercially
supported version of the Globus Toolkit. HP has also announced support for the
Globus Toolkit.
On February 2002, just three months after announcing their intentions, Platform Computing released a beta
version of Platform Globus, the first commercially supported version of the Globus Toolkit. Platform Globus will
allow industries to establish a Grid Computing infrastructure across multiple heterogeneous hardware and
software platforms and create a virtual organization to share compute resources across geographic sites. It is
comprised of the Globus Toolkit software, documentation, technical support, and professional services. The
introduction of Platform Globus is significant in that it offers a Grid computing architecture specifically designed
for commercial enterprises an important step in establishing a foothold for grid technologies in the
commercial sector in industries such as automotive & aerospace.
In July, 2002, IBM announced the IBM Grid Toolbox for Linux, and the IBM Grid Toolbox for AIX, a packaged
solution including the open source Globus Toolkit software, documentation, enhanced security tools, scripts,
and related services. These toolboxes consist of middleware that allows users to share “share IT data,
resources and applications as easily as information is shared over the Web”. It is important to note that these
IBM toolboxes can be used in conjunction with the grid architectures provided by United Devices, AVAKI, and
Platform Computing (all IBM partners) ― enabling grid applications to be developed for each of these
platforms.

Globus Grid Security Infrastructure

Given all the recent press given to Internet security issues, one of the most
significant features of the Globus Toolkit is the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI).
The Globus Toolkit uses the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) for enabling secure
authentication and communication over an open network. GSI provides a number
of useful services for Grids, including mutual authentication and single sign-on.
The primary motivations behind the GSI are:
The need for secure communication (authenticated and perhaps confidential) between elements of a
computational Grid.
The need to support security across organizational boundaries, thus prohibiting a centrally-managed security
system.
The need to support "single sign-on" for users of the Grid, including delegation of credentials for computations
that involve multiple resources and/or sites.

Source: www.globus.org

Open Grid Services Architecture - Where Grids and Web Services meet

Perhaps an even more significant Globus-related announcement is the
introduction of the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) developed jointly by
IBM and Globus, and announced in January of 2002. OGSA builds on the
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Globus Toolkit and Web services technologies integrating the two technologies
into a common architecture. Initial proposed specifications are being presented to
the Global Grid Forum (described below) for discussion and feedback, with the
eventual goal of being adopted as a standard.

IBM and Globus Announce Open Grid Services for Commercial Computing
Proposed Specs to Align Web Services with Grid Computing
TORONTO, CANADA - Feb 20, 2002IBM and the Globus Project(TM) today announced a set of new
specifications that for the first time would allow businesses to share both applications and computing resources
over the Internet. Their work would move Grid computing beyond scientific and technical applications to real
business applications.
At the Global Grid Forum in Toronto, IBM and the Globus Toolkit (TM) open source team introduced the Open
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), a set of specifications and standards that combine the benefits of Grid
Computing and Web services.
Customers will be able to access and share computing resources on demand over the Internet, relying on an
infrastructure that is resilient, self managing and always available. As a result, customers can integrate
applications, share data and processing power with huge potential cost and efficiency savings.
"This is a breakthrough that moves us to the next stage of computing," said Irving Wladawsky-Berger, vice
president strategy and technology, IBM Server Group. "The Internet is evolving beyond e-mail, content and
electronic commerce. It is becoming a true computing platform, combining the qualities of service of enterprise
computing with the ability to share distributed resources across the Internet - applications, data, storage, servers
and everything in between."

Source: IBM Press Release, February, 2002

Several other grid vendors have announced support for OGSA including Platform,
United Devices, Entropia, HP, and Sun.
The OGSA specification outlines interfaces to grid computing software that
comply with Web services standards. If adopted, grid services like job scheduling,
authentication, failure-detection, staging of applications and data, migration of
applications and data, will all be accessed through standard Web services
architecture.
Phased completion over the course of this year will allow commercial grids to
offer their computing and data resources as Web services, providing high-end
computing at a much lower cost, and providing the basis for utility computing
services. Significant features include strong integration with Web Services
technologies, protocol improvements, database support, and integration with
J2EE.
A more detailed description of OGSA is described in the new Globus-IBM paper,
"The Physiology of the Grid." Copies of this document and additional information
about Globus can be found at www.globus.org
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The Global Grid Forum

The Global Grid Forum (GGF) the standards body for grid standards. It is a
community-initiated forum of individual researchers and practitioners working on
grid technologies. GGF was originally formed as a result of a merger of the Grid
Forum, the eGrid European Grid Forum, and the Grid community in Asia-Pacific.
Initial forum efforts included five major workshops in the US in 1999 and 2000
and two in Europe during 2000.
The GGF mission is to focus on the promotion and development of Grid technologies and applications via the
development and documentation of “best practices”, implementation guidelines, and standards with an
emphasis on “rough consensus and running code”.

GGF has become a key point of coordination, information exchange, and
collaboration for those involved in large-scale grid projects in the US, Europe,
Canada, and Asia-Pacific. Initial efforts were in the scientific, engineering and
education communities, but the group is evolving to encompass commercial
efforts as well.
GGF meets three times annually with between 300 and 500 participants in
attendance; and as of January 2002 there were over 1500 people subscribed to
working group mailing lists. These 1500 people come from over 30 countries and
over 200 distinct organizations, with roughly 25% of the participants from private
industry.
The GGF is comprised of working groups and research groups. The GGF
document process draws from that of the IETF and is intended to document the
work of the various groups to speed the development and adoption of Grid
standards. While the group includes many members from all types of industries,
scientific and research organizations and the educational community, GGF’s
platinum and silver sponsors are comprised largely of the same vendors who
have signed up to support the Globus toolkit:: Compaq, HP, IBM, SUN, Microsoft,
Platform Computing, AVAKI and Entropia.
In fact the two efforts are very closely linked. The recent OGSA proposal from
Globus, as well as other proposed standards are reviewed and will hopefully over
time be adopted as standards by the GGF.
In addition to the OGSA and GGF efforts described in the previous paragraph,
Bloor NA expects that several other recent developments will eventually serve to
accelerate standards setting in grid ― and thus usher grid’s move into
mainstream corporate environments.
In April 2002, the New Productivity Initiative was made a part of the GGF, as a
commercially focused working group working on the NPi reference model. NPi
was formed in 2000 to create a layered, open, API specification for Distributed
Resource Management (DRM) by documenting specifications and standards that
allow and promote interoperability. Other NPi efforts will be merged with OGSA
and other related activities. Former NPi members include leading vendors such
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as Aurema, ANSYS, Cadence Design Systems, Inc, Compaq, HP, SGI, and
Platform Computing Inc.
"Together, we can combine our knowledge, resources and expertise to further accelerate the development of
industry standards for Grid computing," said Ian Baird, President, NPi, and Chief Business Architect, Platform
Computing Inc. "NPi had a specific focus, process and objective which integrates well into the GGF's broader
perspective. We hope that this collaboration will result in an increase in industry participation and drive Grid
computing to the next evolution of its development in the enterprise."

Source: http://www.gridforum.org/Documents/Template.html

In a separate announcement the Peer-to-Peer Working Group (P2PWG) has also
joined the GGF. The Peer-to-Peer Working Group (P2PWG) was created to
facilitate and accelerate the advancement of peer-to-peer computing and the
peer-to-peer community at-large. The purpose of the P2PWG is to develop best
practices that enable interoperability among peer-to-peer applications.
"The GGF has been actively tracking the wide range of commercial and intellectual creativity in the peer-to-peer
area. We believe that uniting our memberships and bringing over some of the most innovative and
entrepreneurial software companies will both strengthen and broaden the activities of the GGF. In addition, the
GGF will gain a new range of desktop and consumer applications," said Charlie Catlett, chair of the GGF
steering group. "The increased industrial representation and participation which balances the academic focus of
a significant portion of our membership is very appealing and will benefit both groups."

Source: http://www.gridforum.org/Documents/Template.html

Also significant — based on the proposed OGSA, the Open Grid Services
Infrastructure working group (OGSI-WG) has been formed within the Global Grid
Forum to continue open refinement of the infrastructure-related portions of
OGSA.
For more information on the Global Grid Forum, go to
www.gridforum.org.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter Bloor NA described and defined what grid computing is, and what
service grids are. Further, Bloor NA described four different classes of grids ―
and provided an evolutionary path/time line for the evolution of grid architecture.
Finally, we discussed how grid computing standards are being developed (and
which organizations are driving the creation of these standards).
Succinctly, at the physical level, grid computing is a high-speed, Internet-based
networking environment. But grids can provide more than just high-speed pipes
to networked storage, processing and peripherals. Grids can also provide the
roadway for information sharing, program-to-program communications, and for
systems self-management.
We noted that different vendors define and segment grids in different ways ―
depending on their particular strengths and foci. (For instance, those vendors
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strong in management and Web services position their grids for departmental,
enterprise, and inter-enterprise market segments). Those strong in PC
aggregation position their grids for departmental use ― and not in mixed
heterogeneous environments. And so on…
Instead of becoming embroiled in a definitions battle, Bloor NA simply stated what
we observed about grid evolution to date ― and posited where we think grids are
headed in the future. This is why we introduced four types of grids:
1. Compute grids;
2. Information grids;
3. Service grids; and
4. Intelligent grids.
A potential fifth grid type is the “utility computing” grid. This grid is designed to
make computing power and resources available on demand to users who wish to
purchase computing, storage, and applications on-demand. Bloor NA believes
that this type of grid will evolve ― but we are concerned with which type of
organization will be capable of delivering utility computing to the marketplace (will
vendors do it?; will application solution providers (ASPs) do it?; will enterprises
themselves build utility grids?).
We also introduced the concept of “service grids”.
Service grids are a
combination of two architectures: grid computing and Web services. We at Bloor
NA believe that, as Web services architecture matures, solid growth in the
adoption of grids will start to take place. We attribute this future growth to the fact
that Web services provide a standards-based approach to enabling programs to
work cooperatively with other programs ― and accordingly, the creation of
cooperative programs will ultimately drive the need for high-speed resource
access. As this occurs, grids will grow in popularity. Hence, the maturing of Web
services leading to the creation of a service grid architecture is very important to
the adoption of grids in commercial environments in the short- and mid-term.
Finally, this chapter introduced the Globus Project, the Global Grid Forum, and
Open Grid Services Architecture. These projects/consortia/initiatives are the key
ones to follow for those interested in tracking grid standardization efforts. From
Bloor NA’s perspective, we observe that the evolution of grid standards and
technology has not been plagued by the kind of political in-fighting that marred
attempts at building other computing standards in the past. Vendors such as
IBM, Sun, HP, Entropia, Avaki and others participate in both Globus and GGF;
and the Globus toolkit is an open source project that has had contributions from a
broad variety of sources. This spirit of cooperation should help accelerate the
development of solutions and standards and may be due to the fact that grid
technology originated in the technical and scientific computing segment.
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Chapter
2

What Is/Are Web Services?
One of the authors of this report, Joe Clabby (President of Bloor Research - North
America) has recently authored a 200+ page book on Web services (called “Web
Services Explained” - Prentice Hall, July, 2002). In this book Mr. Clabby provides
not only definitions for Web services, but also descriptions of generic (theoretical)
and real-world examples of how Web services architecture can and is being used
today.
In addition, Bloor NA also recently published its first major report on Web services
called “Web Services Gotchas” (July, 2002). In this report, Bloor NA identified
seven “shortcomings” related to Web services architecture and how to overcome
them.
Much of this chapter is derived from both of these sources of Web services
information.
What Is/Are Web Services?
Web services are a series of standards and evolving standards that are being
designed and specified by the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) to foster crossplatform program-to-program communications. More specifically, the W3C has
currently specified a template and a procedure call protocol as “official” Web
services standards (recommendations). They are Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP), and Web Services Description Language (WSDL).
Universal
Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) is an evolving standard (part of an
independent initiative - UDDI.org).
What are Web services - A Longer Definition
Web services are a series of standards and evolving standards that are being
designed and specified by the Worldwide Web Consortium to foster crossplatform program-to-program communications (see Figure 7).
Translation: The W3C (a standards organization) is formulating Internet computing standards that enable
applications written on one systems platform (irrespective of what operating environment or programming
language was used) to communicate with other applications on similar or disparate systems architectures.
During this program-to-program communications, one application performs a service (a data look-up, a file
transfer, a calculation, or other programmatic function) for the requester application. “Web services” is the
name for this evolving series of application service standards.
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Figure 7 - Web Services: The Basic Concept

Service “A”

Service “B”

The Internet
Web Services
Protocols and
Registry

(or internal private Intranet; or
Virtual Private Network
between business partners)

Web Services
Protocols and
Registry

Source: Bloor Research North America – July 2002

More Specifically…

More specifically, the W3C has currently specified SOAP (a remote procedure
call method for invoking applications) and WSDL (a template/interface for defining
how applications can “talk” to each other) as official specifications. UDDI (a
registry/directory evolving standard) is not an official W3C standard ― but is
expected to become a standard over time.
At Bloor Research NA, we describe Web services interfaces, templates, and the
related registry service as follows:
1

Program-to-Program Interface ― SOAP is used for exchanging
information in a loosely coupled environment. If you are familiar with
communications APIs - application program interfaces; or RPCs - remote
procedure calls - you’ll understand what SOAP does. If not, suffice it to
say that SOAP is a set of action words (verbs) that enable applications to
invoke each other, to connect, and to communicate with each other.

2

Template ―- WSDL is like a map or template. It is used to describe the
way that applications can communicate with each other. For instance one application may wish to format a message in a particular way while a
potential cooperative application may expect it formatted in a different
manner. WSDL gets each of these applications to agree on common
ways to present data types such that information can be shared between
applications. WSDL also coordinates;
•

Messages;

•

Operations;

•

Port types (and Ports themselves) to be used for communications;
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3

•

Binding (communications protocols); and

•

Services.

Registry ― UDDI is an evolving registry standard (that can make use of
WSDL and SOAP). It is a universal directory-like repository that contains
information about various Web services applications.

Other Important “Elements”: XML and HTTP

The preceding definitions establish Web services standards as protocols for
exchanging information, as well as a standard registry service for finding and
sharing applications and services. These definitions also refer to “XML”
(eXtensible Markup Language). A simple definition for XML is that XML makes it
possible to format data such that different applications can read it. A more
detailed description would describe XML as a human and machine readable
“meta-language” that helps to describe content and data that is to be shared
between applications. XML provides a means to present data, syntax, schema,
and semantics when sending a file ― far more than its predecessor, HTML
(hypertext markup language) that primarily allows for presentation-only of content
and graphics.
What does all of this boil down to? In short XML allows data and content to be
packaged in a common format that is readable and is able to be manipulated
between similar or disparate application environments. It’s like a letter ― one that
all recipients understand how to read, and from which elements can be cut,
pasted, manipulated, mixed, matched and used to create other documents or
dropped into other forms for data processing. XML can carry content (written
information such as reports or letters) ― or it can carry data (such as
transactional information or numerical information from databases).
HTTP is a communications protocol. It’s used to transport data across the
Internet. Note: today most Web services SOAP messages are sent using HTTP.
But SOAP is transport independent meaning that it could be used over other
transport protocols besides HTTP to open sessions and send/receive data.
Why Are Web Services Important?
Web services are a distributed computing architecture ― as are Common Object
Request Broker (CORBA), Advanced Program-to-Program Communications
(APPC), Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and dozens of other predecessor
architectures.
The purpose of a distributed computing architecture is to enable programs in one
environment to communicate and share data/content with programs in another
environment. In the past, programmers have had to tell one application program
where to go to find another cooperative program (known as “tightly coupling”
applications). And these programmers have had to maintain these programmatic
links over the useful life of the applications that they have written. Creating these
“hard-wired” links is complicated, cumbersome, and human resource intensive…
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Now, imagine that a new distributed computing architecture has come along.
And imagine that instead of requiring people (programmers) to establish and
maintain program-to-program links ― the applications themselves could
automatically find cooperative programs to work with. And imagine that this new
architecture allowed programmers to rapidly assemble complex applications
merely by tying together application modules. And imagine that this new
architecture allowed businesses to create or respond to competitive pressure
more rapidly than ever before. And imagine that this new architecture allowed
software to be delivered as a pay-as-you-go service. And so on…
Web services makes use of a program-to-program communications process
called “loosely coupled”. And by using this approach the amount of human
involvement in building applications can be minimized. And the Web services
protocols themselves are simpler and more straightforward to use than those of
predecessor architectures.
Web services hold the promise of making
programming vastly simpler.
But also consider this: loosely coupling applications has another important effect.
Businesses can link strings of applications together to deliver new services to
market ― on the fly. And businesses can use Web services to market their
existing non-strategic software if they so desire. In short, Web services will
change the way we build and use information systems ― and will thusly change
the underlying business models upon which many enterprises currently operate.
Other benefits include:
1

Web services enable new applications to be assembled on-the-fly by
combining application objects into larger composite applications. As a
result, it costs less to build applications ― and applications can be
delivered to market more quickly.

2

Web services enable enterprises to change the way they work (by
enabling rapid changes to business processes) ― potentially resulting in
major changes to underlying business models. Web services have the
potential to radically change the way the way that businesses operate and
compete ― and thus are expected to be a critical design element in future
information systems design.

3

Web services enable independent software vendors (ISVs) to repackage
existing packaged applications as “services”. This new packaging results
in new (and potentially more effective) ways to bring product to market ―
potentially resulting in vastly increased revenue streams.

4

Web services enable enterprises to repackage and sell existing nonstrategic applications. This enables enterprises to create a new source of
revenue from existing intellectual content.

Web services are one of the most significant advances in computing architecture
over the past 30 years. Accordingly, it would be wise to become familiar with
Web services architecture and concepts because it is highly likely that Web
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services will greatly influence your organization’s
infrastructure and underlying business model.

existing

information

How Do Web Services Work?
How do all of these programmatic interfaces/templates and the registry service
work in concert? Web services architecture is designed to allow applications to
be published in a UDDI directory where other “requestor” applications seek out
their services. WSDL will be used negotiate how to communicate (what format is
to be used, what ports, which communications protocols, etc.). And SOAP will
provide a programmatic interface that makes it possible for applications to “talk” to
each other.
Notice that the future tense is used in the preceding paragraph. This is because
today Web services architecture is primarily being used to pass XML (extensible
markup language) data and content between server environments using the
SOAP programmatic interface over HTTP (see Figure 8).
Figure 8 - How Web Services Architecture Is Really Being Used Today

EDI or CORBA
Used if reliability, security, and
manageability are priorities -- but
harder to implement than SOAP

XML

OR

XML

SOAP
Early adopters have found SOAP to
be simple to implement – but additional
products are needed for security,
etc.

Source: Intel Corporation, The Spider’s Couch, June 2002

For enterprises that wish for more robust protocols that have stronger security
and reliability, XML can be passed over architectures like CORBA (Common
Object Request Broker) or EDI (electronic data interchange). Bloor Research NA
expects the use of WSDL and UDDI to increase greatly over the next five years
as enterprises first use UDDI to construct internal libraries of reusable application
modules; and then second, as Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) start to
publish their products in public UDDI registries (such as those operated by
Microsoft, IBM, HP, NTT and SAP).
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How Are Web Services Related to Grid Computing?
Web services are a distributed computing architecture that contains elements that
enable cross-platform, program-to-program computing. This architecture is
augmented by a common format/syntax language called XML that enables
documents and data to be shared between diverse application, database, and
operating systems environments.
Grid computing focuses on providing the high-speed network pathway between
cooperating resources. Web services applications can run over a grid ― or on
other non-grid network configurations (for instance on simple local area networks
or virtual private networks. Further grids can support Web services applications
― and grids can support other program-to-program communications approaches
other than Web services architecture (such as electronic data interchange).
Neither approach (grid computing nor Web services) requires the other - but
when used in unison Bloor NA sees the opportunity for enterprises to grow a rich
application base that can exploit high speed networks and large numbers of
resources to create very innovative and powerful applications. This is why we
stress that the next important innovation in grid computing will be the arrival of
grid services — delivered through service grids.
Chapter Summary
Web services is/are a distributed computing architecture. It enables programs
developed on one system type to communicate and interoperate with programs
developed on a completely different system type (potentially programs written in
two different programming languages).
There are two Web services standards (SOAP and WSDL). These standards are
used to invoke other applications (for program-to-program communications) and
for describing how applications can work together (over which ports, sending
what types of information, using which protocols, etc.). UDDI adds a dynamic
aspect to Web services because it enables applications to automatically find each
other and work together.
XML is also a W3C standard ― but it is not a “Web services” standard per se.
Instead, XML is a formatting/packaging standard for content; Web services are
architectural standards for communicating between programs. Note that XML
data and documents can be sent using other distributed computing architectures
such as CORBA or EDI ― illustrating that XML is not solely designed for use with
the W3C Web services architecture.
HTTP is a simple transport protocol (a line protocol) used heavily for Internet
communications.
How do these templates, interfaces, protocols and the registry service work in
concert? XML provides a common format for packaging data and documents (as
well as graphics). SOAP, WSDL, and HTTP work together to enable cooperating
applications to communicate and negotiate with each other. UDDI provides a
listing of available Web services as well as other additional information that
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enables cooperative applications to understand how to work with listed Web
services applications.
How do Web services relate to grid computing? Web services enable programs
to communicate with each other. Grid computing enables resources to work
cooperatively together at high speeds ― and provide additional security and
management functions. The two architectures taken together provide IS
executives with a way to rapidly create highly interoperable programs that can
exploit the computing power of large numbers of computers as well as take
advantage of volumes of disk space. The two architectures are ― at the very
least ― highly complementary.
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Chapter
3

What Are Self-managing Systems?
The move toward self-managing systems has been born out of necessity. As
computer networks and software become more and more complex (and setting
up grids with thousands of devices certainly increases management complexity),
management of these systems becomes much more difficult.
At present, much of the effort of managing systems, applications, and networks
falls on people. People design systems; people manage resources; people
perform maintenance; people monitor and control their computing environments.
And yes, there are dozens if not hundreds of graphically driven tools and utilities
for system/storage/device management as well as application/database
management. But for the most part, these tools and utilities still rely on people to
do decision making to balance workloads, to do restarts, to tune systems for
optimal performance, and to make security decisions. The bottom line problem is
that the bigger a given distributed computing environment is, the more it costs to
manage and administrate ― and too much IT talent is being devoted to what
should be simple maintenance issues.
Grid computing networks exaggerate this management complexity problem
because the management of grids can involve hundreds if not thousands of
devices; and the management of service grids involves ensuring interoperability
between applications that reside on disparate systems and subsystems (including
servers and storage). Grid services environments provide users with access to
more systems/storage subsystem resources ― and thus require greater
administrative effort (to ensure proper user access policies, authentication, singlesystem log-on, etc.). For grid services to succeed in commercial environments,
either a wealth of administrative people resources need to be suddenly found to
manage grids; or problems related to the configuration and management of large
dozen-to-thousand node grid environments must be overcome.
Vendors recognize that the need to effectively manage large-scale, networked
grid resources must be addressed if grid architecture is to be accepted in
commercial markets. Hundreds of vendors are building tool, utilities, and fullscale products to assist in the automated management of networked resources.
Getting Started: Common Concepts and Definitions
Now that we’ve covered grid and Web services technologies, let’s take a look at
the concept of self-managing systems. This chapter provides the following
perspectives:
1. How Bloor NA defines self-managing systems;
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2. Bloor NA’s perspective on self-management today;
3. Examples of self-managing technologies that exist today.
What are Self-managing Systems?
Also called “adaptive “, “autonomic” or “self-healing” systems, the notion behind
the concept of self-managing systems/storage/networks is that computer systems
― including servers, storage, databases, networks and even applications ― will
someday be able to manage themselves without human intervention. In fact, the
whole goal of self-managing systems is to automate management functions that
are currently being provided by highly skilled and costly human administrators.
Today, self-managing systems are being designed to automatically provide
administrative functions in the areas of systems/network/database/applications/storage management; monitoring; configuration; performance optimization; and
dozens of other areas in which human IS administrators now endeavor.
From Bloor NA’s perspective, self-managing systems generally provide features
that help automate human administration in the areas of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Configuration/deployment;
Monitor/control;
Discovery;
Resource sharing;
Policy administration;
Load balancing/checkpointing (moving jobs between hosts without
restarting);
7. Performance/optimization;
8. Protective response (adjustments to avoid failure); and,
9. Security.
In other words, self-managing systems can automatically find each other;
automatically share/balance resource utilization; administer policy (such as
access rights or priority usage rights; perform database/system/application
optimization tasks unattended; perform system checks to look for trouble
(preventative maintenance) and react accordingly (perhaps flushing memory or
shutting-down a bad component). In short, self-managing systems perform selfconfiguration; self-optimization; self-protecting; and self-healing tasks on behalf of
administrators and systems/applications (these concepts, gleaned from IBM’s
Web site, are described in more detail in the “Many Self-management Tools Are
Already Available” section later on in this chapter).
Another Definition ― IBM

As the computer industry gravitates toward a common definition and set of
deliverables for self-managing environments, it is common to have multiple
definitions for a particular initiative such as “self-management”. In fact, most
vendors can be expected to have definitions that match their own particular
market position and drive their own particular holistic agendas. For instance, IBM
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uses the term ”autonomic computing” to describe ”a systemic view of computing
modeled after a self-regulating biological system”:
The most direct inspiration for this functionality that exists today is the autonomic function of the human central
nervous system. Autonomic controls use motor neurons to send indirect messages to organs at a subconscious level. These messages regulate temperature, breathing, and heart rate without conscious thought.
The implications for computing are immediately evident; a network of organized, "smart" computing
components that give us what we need, when we need it, without a conscious mental or even physical effort.
While the definition of autonomic computing will likely transform as contributing technologies mature, the
following list suggests eight defining characteristics of an autonomic system.
An autonomic computing system needs to "know itself" - its components must also possess a system
identity. Since a "system" can exist at many levels, an autonomic system will need detailed knowledge of its
components, current status, ultimate capacity, and all connections to other systems to govern itself. It will need
to know the extent of its "owned" resources, those it can borrow or lend, and those that can be shared or should
be isolated.
An autonomic computing system must configure and reconfigure itself under varying (and in the future, even
unpredictable) conditions. System configuration or "setup" must occur automatically, as well as dynamic
adjustments to that configuration to best handle changing environments.
An autonomic computing system never settles for the status quo - it always looks for ways to optimize its
workings. It will monitor its constituent parts and fine-tune workflow to achieve predetermined system goals.
An autonomic computing system must perform something akin to healing - it must be able to recover from
routine and extraordinary events that might cause some of its parts to malfunction. It must be able to discover
problems or potential problems, then find an alternate way of using resources or reconfiguring the system to
keep functioning smoothly.
A virtual world is no less dangerous than the physical one, so an autonomic computing system must be an
expert in self-protection. It must detect, identify and protect itself against various types of attacks to maintain
overall system security and integrity.
An autonomic computing system must know its environment and the context surrounding its activity, and act
accordingly. It will find and generate rules for how best to interact with neighboring systems. It will tap available
resources, even negotiate the use by other systems of its underutilized elements, changing both itself and its
environment in the process -- in a word, adapting.
An autonomic computing system cannot exist in a hermetic environment. While independent in its ability to
manage itself, it must function in a heterogeneous world and implement open standards -- in other words, an
autonomic computing system cannot, by definition, be a proprietary solution.
An autonomic computing system will anticipate the optimized resources needed while keeping its complexity
hidden. It must marshal I/T resources to shrink the gap between the business or personal goals of the user, and
the I/T implementation necessary to achieve those goals -- without involving the user in that implementation

Source: IBM Corporation — June 2002

Still Another Definition ― DataSynapse
Self managing systems do not need to be as comprehensive as described above
in IBM’s view of autonomic computing. Sometimes self-management can consist
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of the basic facilities to run a resilient, lights-out environment in a reliable and
unattended fashion (as described in this DataSynapse response to our query on
the company’s self-management capabilities in its LiveCluster grid environment):
As to the self-management issue, we do consider LiveCluster to be a self-managed, guaranteed,
distributed computing platform. The platform itself operates in a "lights-out," no maintenance
environment (compared to many internal distributed computing infrastructure that require significant
time/resources/$ to support). In addition, the system is self-recovering in that "engines" (i.e., processors
in the grid) can fail (or for that matter be added) and the node supporting the LiveCluster server itself
can fail and the system (both LiveCluster and the users' applications) will automatically, w/o any user
intervention keep running. This self-management (ease of administration) capability is one of the key
points to customers.

Source: DataSynapse Response to Query, July, 2002

Years Away???
Many reports in the computer industry trade press lead readers to believe that
self-managing systems are “years away” from being completed. And if your
organization is looking for a complete management framework for managing grid
systems, storage, applications and databases, these stories are true. It could
take five years or longer to build and integrate the tools, utilities, products, and
management interfaces needed to allow grid-based systems to automatically
manage themselves. But Bloor NA sees the move toward self-managing
systems as evolutionary (see Figure 9). In fact, we believe that many of the
components needed to build self-managed environments exist today — and that
the primary effort involved in building self-managed environments in the future
involves integrating these components.
Bloor NA sees the evolution of self-managing grids consisting of the following
phases:
1

Phase 1: Starts with basic tools and utilities (such as automated load
balancing, tuning/optimization utilities, etc.);

2

Phase 2: Integrates these tools and utilities (using a common graphical
user interface) with other management products/schema/frameworks;
and,

3

Phase 3: Results in integrated network management, systems
management, storage management, applications management, and
database management products that work together seamlessly with little
involvement from administrators.

We agree with press accounts that completely automated self-managing systems
are years away. But we strongly disagree with the implication that self-managed
systems are “futuristic” due to the number of existing products, tools, and utilities
that can be used to address various aspects of automated systems configuration,
healing/protection, and optimization today.
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Figure 9 — Evolution of Grid Self-management
Cluster
ClusterManager
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DB
DBoptimizer
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Auto
Autorestart
restart
Load
Loadbalancers
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SSI/Kerberos
SSI/Kerberos

Automate
AutomateProcess
Process
Control
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Phase 1:
Current Situation
Hundreds of tools/utilities/managers
that assist in systems/storage/network
and application/database management.
Examples:
•Load balancers;
•Cluster managers;
•Automated process control;
•Database optimizers;
•Resource directors;
•Automated performance adjustors;
•Electronic service agents (call home);
•SSL/Kerberos security;
•Automated event action plans;
•Unattended remote deployment managers;
•Concurrent maintenance;
•Automatic server restart;
•Extended memory allocators;
•…

Tools
&
Utilities

Systems, Storage,
Network
Management

Applications,
Database
Management

Phase 2:
Integration
Tools and utilities blend with cohesive,
comprehensive, integrated management
products – feeding information between
devices and software products.
At this juncture, human involvement is
still required to interpret and resolve
issues – but utilities and management
products are doing a better job of gathering data and automating administrative
functions.

Highly-integrated
self-managing
environments

Phase 3:
Integration
Less human involvement.
Self-management products
help auto-configure,
optimize, protect, and heal
systems, resources, applications, and databases.

Source: Bloor Research – North America, June, 2002

Many Self-management Tools Already Available
Despite certain trade press reports that dispute the timing for and availability of
self-managing software, Bloor NA sees clear evidence that grid self-management
is already well along in Phase 1 of development. Dozens if not hundreds of
products, utilities, and tools are available from dozens if not hundreds of hardware
and software suppliers that can provide various aspects of self-management.
The challenge ahead lies in integrating these various self-management products
into cohesive, automated management suites that can transparently manage grid
computing environments.
An Example of Systems Self-management ― Unisys’ Server Sentinel

Although Unisys is not yet in the grid computing business, the company does
have a great number of self-management features built into its ES-7000 Windows
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Datacenter-based high-end processor. What Unisys has done is taken the basic
Windows platform and written codes and scripts that make it possible for
ES7000s to take corrective actions in case of a failure, or to take preventative
actions to prevent a failure.
What is fascinating about the Unisys approach is that the company offers
“extensions” to the Windows environment that provide:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

System Health Monitoring
System Health Advisor
Self-healing
Unattended Operations
Anytime/Anywhere Remote Management
Hardware and Software Inventory
Call Home
Configuration Management and Setup

If you look closely at what Unisys’ Sentinel product does (Sentinel is a Unisys
systems management product), you’ll find that Unisys has developed software
that enables the ES-7000 to automatically take corrective actions should various
hardware of software components fail. For instance, Windows operating
environments occasionally require operating systems re-booting to flush memory
or to restart certain applications. Under certain circumstances, as dictated in a
script (either provided by Unisys or written by an administrator) Unisys’ Sentinel
can perform automatic rebooting of the Windows operating system. Sentinel
diagnoses a problem; follows a script; takes corrective action; and brings a failing
system back into operational order in far less time than it usually would take a
human operator to perform such tasks.
Other self-management functions provided by Sentinel include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Auto-recovery of hardware failures, memory & cache errors
Automated OS reboot
Automatic kill and restart of processes
Dynamic processor affinity management
System alerts
Operational events
View or modify deliver schedule
Call home
Collect support information
Create or delete memory unit
Create or delete partitions
Change partition settings
Activate start, stop, or deactivate a partition
Change partition heartbeat attributes
Add computer systems to be monitored.

Adding to its extensive list of systems/operating system extensions, Unisys also
offers database resource management features such as:
o

Virtual storage pools
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o
o
o
o

Heterogeneous storage and server attach
Unified storage management and applications
Storage independent snapshots and mirrors
Tape virtualization

In short, Unisys has developed a very comprehensive system self-management
package for a contained, high-end Windows Datacenter environment.
It is important to note that Unisys also provides 50-100 scripts to buyers of the
ES-7000 (Sentinel is part of this offering) that help administrators establish
policies and thresholds for systems, applications and databases (saving Unisys
buyers much effort in the development of management scripts). It is also
important to note that these self-management tools and utilities are written
specifically for Windows. Other vendors have like products written for Unix (Sun’s
Management Center has many such products available for Solaris); IBM has
dozens of similar products available for its four processor lines and storage
subsystems.
The key point illustrated in this section has been that systems self-management
products are available today. The challenge will be to develop standards that
allow self-management to take place in a uniform manner across heterogeneous
grid environments.
Another Example: IBM’s Self-management Product Offerings

The following figure (Chart 1) illustrates several existing tools and utilities that
already work to help enable systems self-management in grid-environments.
(Note: this chart was gleaned from product briefs and IBM web sites for the
company’s p-, i-, z-, and x-series processors. It is important to note that other
systems companies such as Sun, Unisys, Hewlett-Packard, as well as several
software companies such as Microsoft, Computer Associates and others offer
similar, complementary, or overlapping self-management products).
Also, we especially like the way that IBM has separated self-management into
four categories:
1. Self-configuration;
2. Self-optimization;
3. Self-protecting;
4. Self-healing.
From Bloor NA’s perspective, these four broad, general categories encompass
what needs to take place to create self-managed systems/storage/network
environments for grid environments.
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Chart 1 — Existing Self-management Tools and Utilities
Self-configuration:

Self-protecting:

Wizards for self-installation;

Self-protecting object-based kernel;

Enterprise identity mapping (LDAP-based);

Digital object tagging, automatic object retranslation (to assist in virus removal);

Virtual I/O for Linux partitions;

IP takeover;

Automatic software/firmware update (BIOS, device drivers, etc.);

Kerberos security;

Self/auto configuration of other hardware;

Enterprise identity mapping;

Self-install and configuration of multiple, replicated distributed systems (remote
deployment manager);

Digital certificates (to prove identity.

IP multipath routing;

Automated FRU number reporting (failing partition);
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) Web-based agent to manage Internet security);

Microcode discovery services/inventory scout;
TCP explicit congestion notification;

LDAP (aids in the location of network resources);
Encryption support (unauthorized use of data);

Capacity upgrade (instant access to additional processors, memory, I/O;
Automatic hardware detection/configuration;
Automatic communications configuration.

Self-healing:

Self-optimization:
Integrated database optimizer;
Heterogeneous workload manager;
Automatic workload balancing/performance management;

Service director;
Electronic service agent (call home support);
Automatic performance adjuster;
Auto server restart;

Remote I/O;

Memory mirroring;

Unattended remote, replicated image deployment (Remote deployment
manager);

Real time diagnostics;

Automated process control;

Automatic system hang recovery;

Automated group bottleneck detection and resolution;

Automatic dump analysis & e-mail forwarding;

Automated event action plans in response to alerts;

Ethernet channel automatic failover;

Automated task scheduler;

Graceful failure detection and failover;

Static/dynamic LPAR;

First failure data capture;

Extended memory allocator;
Cluster management;
Intelligent resource director.

Multiple default gateways;

Automated systems health management/event action plans;
Software rejuvenation enhancements;
Capacity manager resource bottleneck identification;
Automated corrective action;

Source: Bloor Research – NA, gleaned from IBM p-, i-, z-, and x-series Web sites — July, 2002

Chapter Summary
The need for self-management system/network/storage/database/application
management products for grid environments should be pretty obvious. Grids can
consist of hundreds if not thousands of devices. Configuring, administering
policy, discovering, balancing workload, maintaining and repairing large
populations of systems, storage, and networking devices will be both time
consuming and expensive. Any products that can help cut human-related
administrative expenses are likely to save enterprises millions or billions of dollars
in long-term systems administration and management expenses. Hence the
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need for devices and software to take over management/administrative services
provided by humans today.
As has been the case early on with other evolving technologies ― there are
different definitions by different vendors and research/analysis firms on what
constitutes systems self-management. Some vendors focus on self-managing
database technology; others focus on systems self-management; still others
focus on entire self-managing ecosystems.
From Bloor NA’s perspective, self-managing systems generally provide features
that help automate human administration in the areas of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Configuration/deployment;
Monitor/control;
Discovery;
Resource sharing;
Policy administration;
Load balancing/checkpointing (moving jobs between hosts without
restarting);
7. Performance/optimization;
8. Protective response (adjustments to avoid failure); and,
9. Security.
Further, self-management should involve the automated management of
systems/storage/networks as well as applications and databases. In fact, Bloor
Research – North America believes that in the future self-managed environments
will contain elements of workload management, enterprise systems/storage
management, performance/optimization management, and database/application
management.
Bloor NA believes that self-management is an evolutionary process. Several selfmanagement products exist today ― most designed to service single
environments (as exemplified in the Unisys ES-7000 Windows Datacenter
example). Eventually, these individual self-management products will someday
coalesce around a common set of self-management standards and a common
set of deliverables that promote vendor-to-vendor management interoperability.
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Summary
Part I

Part I: Summary
Part one described the convergence of two architectures (grid and Web services)
and one schema (self-management).
The key “take-aways” were:
•

Grids are all about transparently using networked resources. In “Chapter 1” a
systems bus architecture was described. This example pointed out how
computers have traditionally been designed (using a bus to move data
between CPU, memory, storage, graphical subsystems, and peripheral
devices). More recently, various high-end systems have started using a
switch-based architecture to enable internal systems components to directly
“call” each other, thus avoiding data-jams on the bus. Grid architecture
simply extends this switching architecture to the network ― enabling systems
and devices to call each other directly and use each other’s resources (if
properly authorized).

•

The ramifications of this “grid” switched architecture are many. Grids can be
used to increase total computing power; to share complex collaborative
information across an enterprise or externally with business partners. Grids
can also be combined with Web services architecture to create new,
innovative applications.
And finally, grids are evolving toward selfmanagement ― ultimately limiting the amount of human administration
required to monitor, control, and manage a distributed computing
environment. Accordingly, Bloor NA has identified four types of grids.
1. Compute grids (computing power);
2. Information grids (collaborative);
3. Service grids (new, innovative Web services applications); and
4. Intelligent grids (self-managed grid environments).

•

Web services is/are evolving standards for cross-platform, program-toprogram communications. Unlike previous generations of program-toprogram distributed computing architectures (such as CORBA, EDI, SAA,
and others), Web services is based on the idea of loosely coupling
applications together ― allowing applications to be built in an open fashion an
provide services for one-and-other, irrespective of which platform cooperative
applications run on. Bloor NA expects the combination of Web servicesbased applications, when combined with grid architecture, to yield a new
generation of very innovative, very powerful applications that can be used to
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address raw computing power/storage needs or in a collaborative fashion for
complex graphical and design environments.
•

The idea of systems self-management seems like a far-off dream to many
people in the information systems community. And trade press articles often
reinforce this idea. But Bloor NA has discovered dozens-upon-dozens of
products, utilities, tools, and applications that automate to various degrees the
management of systems, storage, network, application, and database
environments. We, therefore, believe that system self-management is here
with us today ― and that what we are likely to see is standards develop to
allow various systems and storage devices to be managed in the same way.
And we are also likely to see various system/storage/network/application/database management products combine

•

Grid standards are being reviewed and set by the Global Grid Forum (GGF).
This forum takes input from its members (scientific/commercial users, other
consortia, as well as vendor organizations). The Open Grid Services
Architecture (OGSA) is a recent proposal to the GGF that sets forth a way to
merge grid and Web services (we at Bloor NA call this combination “grid
services”). Finally, the Globus Project is also worth mentioning in this
discussion of standards because it provides a standard open-source toolkit
for building grid-based applications.
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PART II: Real World Grids
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What This Section Is About
The first part of this book focused on defining grid computing, service grids, and
Web services, and self-managing systems. It also discussed grid computing
standardization efforts ― as well as issues and obstacles directly concerning the
development of grid standards.
In this section, Bloor NA explores the scientific/research application and the
commercial applicability of grid computing.
We examine scientific and
commercial environments where grids and service grids are being used.
Our purpose in preparing this section is to provide IS executives with an
understanding of how to apply grid technologies to everyday commercial
computing/collaborative situations. And our hidden objective is to get these IS
executives to experiment with the use of grid computing for certain complex
commercial computing applications as well as for demanding collaborative
applications.
What We Hope You’ll Learn
In this section we hope that you will learn the following:
1. How grid computing is being used today for scientific/research and
engineering applications; and,
2. How grid computing is being used in commercial computing
environments today.
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Chapter
4

Using the Grid Today — Scientific Research
Where is Grid Computing being used today?
Many compute intensive applications reside in technical engineering and scientific
research communities ― so it should come as no surprise that the primary use
for grid today is in these areas. To date, much of the grid computing focus has
been on the creation of compute grids to power complex scientific calculations
and simulations. As noted previously, grid architecture can aggregate the power
of thousands of PCs and servers via the Internet ― creating an environment that
can provide supercomputer levels of performance (but at a price point that is
comparatively far less costly than purchasing a supercomputer). Accordingly,
most early adopters have been users who have had the need for tremendous
amounts of computing power.
Pretty much any application that is compute and data intensive is likely to be a
good candidate for grid computing. This statement is born out by the following
accounts of grid users such as the SETI@Home project; the Mersenne project,
the National Technology Grid;); NASA Information Power Grid; and others.
The following chapter presents an overview of these grid adopters. You may
recognize some of the projects described below, or this discussion may call to
mind some of the many other examples of scientific grid use today. Bear in mind
that these projects are by no means restricted to the US. The UK and other
European countries have a very strong grid following as well (from our
perspective Europe is ahead of the United States and the rest of the world in
terms of grid experimentation with grid initiatives such as the EU DataGrid, the
EuroGrid and Oxford e-Science). This worldwide presence is another factor that
is driving the acceptance of grid and the impetus for global grids — or ultimately
one massive global grid, similar in concept to the internet which links users
throughout the world.
The Most Famous Grid Project: SETI@Home
One of the most highly publicized examples of how a computing grid operates is
SETI@home, a project that aggregates PC processing power in order to execute
a large, compute-intensive application:
A U.S. government project known as the SETI@home project makes use of hundreds of thousands (and by
some estimates up to 2 million) computers worldwide to search for and analyze extraterrestrial radio signals in
the hopes of discovering extra-terrestrial life. Computer users who support the SETI project load a program on
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their computers that downloads data collected by the Arecibo Radio Observatory in Puerto Rico - their
computers perform mathematical analysis and forward the results back to the laboratory.
SETI essentially bands computer systems together in a fabric - a loosely connected networked environment
and assigns workload to the hundreds-of-thousands or millions of PCs that the project has access to. As a
result, from a performance perspective, the SETI@home computers combine to run at over 15 teraflops at a
cost of about $500,000 (costs for implementation and management since the project’s inception). Contrast this
with the world’s most powerful supercomputer (manufactured by IBM) which runs at a speed of 12 teraflops (12
trillion floating point calculations per second) and cost over $100 million to build - and the SETI project serves as
a proof point that virtual supercomputing can be used to achieve the processing power required to support a
highly-computational environment (such as the forthcoming Sensory Virtual Internet) in a low cost and flexible
manner.

Source: Visualize This - Prentice Hall PTR - Joe Clabby, October, 2001

This oft-cited SETI example illustrates how the scientific community has exploited
grid computing ― essentially using grid computing to create virtual
supercomputers to complete complex, computing-intensive calculations.
Other Well-known Grid projects
Mersenne

The Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS) is a worldwide mathematics
research project based on grid technology. On November 14, 2001, the world’s
largest known prime number was discovered through the Entropia (a grid vendor
we will discuss later in this report) Mersenne Grid. This grid harnesses spare PC
cycles to accelerate the discovery of these numbers.
National Technology Grid

The National Partnership for Advanced Computational Infrastructure (NPACI) and
the National Computational Science Alliance (NCSA) are building the prototypes
of a National Technology Grid. Both initiatives are using the Globus Toolkit
across a wide range of geographically dispersed educational and research
facilities and resources.
The goal of the program is to create a prototypical computational grid that will
support distributed scientific and engineering applications. It is believed that the
National Technology Grid could form the foundation of a national computational
infrastructure.
NASA Information Power Grid

The Globus Toolkit also forms the basis of the NASA Information Power Grid
(IPG).
The IPG joins supercomputers and storage devices owned by
participating organizations into a single, seamless computing environment. This
project will allow the government, researchers, and industry to amass computing
power and facilitate information exchange among NASA scientists.
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DOE Science Grid

IBM and the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) recently announced a collaboration to
begin deploying the first systems on a nationwide computing Grid, which will allow
researchers to resolve scientific problems such as computational simulations and
scientific analysis that every day computing power can’t handle. Lawrence,
Berkeley, Argonne, Oak Ridge and Pacific Northwest national laboratories will be
connected to the DOE Science Grid.
The Grid will give scientists real-time access to the many trillions of bytes of data
that are stored at these geographically dispersed national labs. Potential projects
include climate, genomic and astrophysics research.
Oxford e-Science

Oxford University’s 'e-Science' project addresses scientific distributed global
collaborations that require access to very large data collections, very large scale
computing resources, and high performance visualization back to the individual
user scientists. These needs are being met by the Oxford e-Science Centre,
whose efforts include a national e-Science grid. One of the pilot projects is to
build a digital mammographic archive and an intelligent medical decision support
system for breast cancer diagnosis and treatment.
Intel-United Devices Cancer Research Project

The Intel-United Devices Cancer Research Project is a grid-based research
project designed to uncover new cancer drugs through the use of organizations
and individuals willing to donate excess PC processing power. This excess
power is applied to the grid infrastructure and used to operate specialized
software. The research focuses on proteins that have been determined to be a
possible target for cancer therapy. Through a process called "virtual screening",
special analysis software will identify molecules that interact with these proteins,
and will determine which of these molecules is a good candidate for developing a
new drug. This process requires millions and millions of modeling computations to
determine the right molecular structure.
Indiana Virtual Machine Room

This project links IBM supercomputers at Purdue and Indiana University into a
compute grid that will perform 100 trillion operations per second. One of the
applications will create a ”synthetic economy” where consumer behavior can be
predicted — things like the effect of a promotional program, a price change, a
new product introduction or even the result of a regulatory change or the advent
of a new technology. These simulations are based on military war-gaming and
allow researchers to model the behavior of millions of consumers. This grid will be
used for other scientific applications that require complex simulations as well.
The software used for these simulations essentially enables the creation of
artificial people who are calibrated to behave just as real people do. The grid
infrastructure provides the processing power necessary to simulate these mass
markets.
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University of Pennsylvania ― Mammography

IBM recently announced a huge computing grid centered at the University of
Pennsylvania that will connect the servers and databases of hospitals around the
world to share information on mammogram procedures and research. As the
Globus tools evolve, it will be possible for participating hospitals to have Web
service access to the data available on the grid without having to invest in the
underlying infrastructure. This is an early example of a Service grid where the
grid foundation will be available on a utility basis.

IBM Builds Computer Grid for Breast Cancer Treatment - The University of Pennsylvania and IBM
Announced a Computing "Grid" That Aims to Bring Advanced Methods of Breast Cancer Diagnosis
and Screening.
Built with open standards, the University of Pennsylvania Grid is a distributed computer that delivers computing
resources as a utility-like service over the Internet. It will enable thousands of hospitals to store mammograms
in digital form and will provide analytical tools to help doctors diagnose individual cases and identify cancer
"clusters" in the population. It will also give authorized medical personnel near-instantaneous access to patient
records and reduce the need for expensive film X-rays.
The system combines IBM UNIX and Intel processor-based systems with IBM's DB2 Universal Database.
"Once a patient's mammograms are loaded into the system, they can be evaluated with powerful tools that
isolate abnormalities very quickly by comparing current X-rays with those from previous years," said Dr. Robert
Hollebeek, director of the university's National Scalable Cluster Lab. "Traditional film X-rays of individual
patients are often scattered among various medical facilities, making them hard to find when needed. This grid
will help ensure that all of a patient’s vital data is provided to authorized physicians very quickly, efficiently and
securely."
Hospitals are connected to the grid through secure Internet portals that allow doctors to upload, download and
analyze digitized X-ray data.

http://www-916.ibm.com/press/prnews.nsf/jan/CEE95CDE0C20CDEE85256B12000DB78B

Chapter Summary
In this chapter we examined grid use in the scientific community. The general
characteristics of these scientific grids are:
1. the need for high-performance compute power at a low cost; and,
2. the desire to collect information from a variety of sources, and to share
that information with a variety of users.
It is on point #2 that Bloor NA dwells. For the most part, early scientific/research
grids have focused on providing supercomputer-like compute power to tackle
large computation workloads (point #1). But grids can also be used for
collaborative purposes ― for instance to share/design complex models or images
in real time between geographically separated organizations (for instance,
between hospitals like in the University of Pennsylvania Mammography example
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cited in this chapter). We expect the scientific community to start making heavier
use of grids for collaborative purposes as time progresses.
Also note the preponderance of grid projects in European countries: the UK
National Grid, the Oxford e-Science project, the Mersenne Project… Bloor
research found another six European grids (including the Dutch National Grid and
others) that have also been designed to provide compute power and resource
sharing facilities for grid users. Based upon our research, we believe that
European governments and educational institutions have been far more active in
embracing grids than the United States.
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Chapter
5

Using the Grid Today — Commercial
Today, much of the demand for grid computing power resides in life sciences,
financial services and manufacturing markets. In life sciences, compute-intensive
and data-intensive work forms an important part of researching, designing,
developing, and testing new products. Most of the early commercial activity with
grid technology can be found in the life sciences marketplace ― the highly
competitive market of drug discovery and testing. The ability to rapidly create
and analyze complex formulae involves huge amounts of processing power. By
using grid computing to perform supercomputer-like processing tasks,
pharmaceutical companies can build new products more rapidly, thus creating
huge time-to-market advantages over less-nimble competitors.
Financial services and manufacturing also benefit from high-performance
simulation and modeling, so grid is also starting to take hold in those verticals.
Grids are also being used on a smaller scale in other corporate environments.
These “cluster grids” are a common way for corporations to pilot the technology.
Typically, these grids are also used to share compute power. But rather than
being applied to large compute-intensive jobs, they are used more commonly to
improve CPU resource utilization at the departmental level. As these grids
expand to encompass an enterprise, they include policy management schemes
to manage resources and workload among multiple departments.
It is important to note that commercial environments require far more rigor in
terms of deployment than commercial environments. For instance, commercial
deployments must take into consideration bullet-proof policies for systems/data
security in order to protect run-the-business information and data from
malcontents and miscreants (whereas these scientific applications need not be as
concerned about security because they are not being used for mission-critical
computing purposes). That’s why many corporate grids are confined to a single
enterprise today. As security and management standards, tools and solutions
become more prevalent, these enterprise grids have the ability to quickly scale to
include partners, suppliers and customers.
This chapter will include some real —as well as some hypothetical— examples of
grids in commercial applications today. In most cases the real examples talk
about a specific product or vendor that we will discuss in more detail in Part IIIVendor Critiques. Some of these examples are based on the Globus de facto
standard architecture, while others provide grid-type capabilities that are
implemented in a proprietary way. Bear in mind that to derive the true value of the
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grid – that is to reach “grid nirvana” where the grid provides self-managed global
resource sharing—grids must comply with accepted standards.
Industry Examples
Pharmaceutical

Two grid vendors, Entropia and Avaki, (described in detail later in this report)
have focused on selling grid-based products to pharmaceutical companies.
Entropia’s DCGrid was selected by ISIS pharmaceuticals, based on its ability to
provide a cost-effective high performance complement to their Linux clusters.
ISIS will use custom software, enabled by DCGrid, to speed the development of
human therapeutic drugs.
Three companies— Gene Logic Inc., Infinity Pharmaceuticals, and Structural
Bioinformatics, Inc. (SBI)— have announced they will use AVAKI's technology to
provide shared access to critical data and applications and improve the utilization
of information technology resources. This will allow these companies to improve
time-to-market for their data and analytic products, accelerating the drug
discovery process.
Manufacturing

The manufacturing industry uses the vast processing power of grid computing to
help model and design complex products. As we might predict, some early
adopters of grid in manufacturing, are the technology companies themselves (for
instance: Synopses, Motorola and Raytheon are all Sun Grid Engine Enterprise
Edition customers).
The automobile and aerospace industries are also early commercial adopters of
grid, using grid as a means to power complex design work or to provide
collaborative capabilities between segments in a design chain.
A Platform customer, DASA (Daimler-Benz Aerospace Airbus), replaced internal
mainframes and external supercomputers with a distributed environment of
workstations and servers. LSF software was used to manage the computing load
by transparently distributing batch jobs across the network to the most suitable
computer. This grid environment is used in product design for structural analysis
and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) across multiple geographically
dispersed locations.
Financial Services

The financial services industry uses grid computing to help process tremendous
numbers of transactions in a timely fashion. Financial services organizations are
faced with the challenging task of federating multiple heterogeneous computers,
typically managed by autonomous lines of business, for use in high performance
applications such as market simulations and real-time risk analysis of trades.
IBM offered the example of a financial services company that will use grid’s policy
management capabilities to do portfolio optimization. In other words, IBM’s
financial services customer wanted to prioritize compute and information
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resources to their most important clients, thus maximizing quality of service for
those users. In this scenario, the grid provides improved CPU utilization, policy
management capabilities for improved quality of service and dynamic resource
allocation based on policy.
One of the nation’s largest financial holding companies deployed the
DataSynapse LiveCluster software in its fixed income derivatives trading and risk
management applications. With the DataSynapse solution, the bank was able to
avoid the purchase of additional hardware, scale to encompass all available
servers and desktops, provide prioritization between the desktop and distributed
application, provide failover capabilities, complete risk reports in 15 minutes
instead of 15 hours, and run more simulations for greater pricing accuracy.
LiveCluster’s strength in reliability, scalability and performance have tripled
trading volumes for additional profits of up to $1MM per deal.
A Platform customer, Deutsche Bank Group used Platform’s LSF (Load Sharing
Facility) software to streamline portfolio risk analysis. Deutsche’s New York
branch was running 500-1000 scenarios nightly to analyze market position and
exposure at the close of each business day. This task was requiring that risk
managers work almost ‘round the clock to remain competitive. Deutsche
considered installing a supercomputer, but instead decided to maximize the
utilization of existing resources. Platform’s LSF was used to create a “virtual
mainframe” from all the NY systems. This enabled Deutsche eliminate the shortterm need for a mainframe computer, maximize existing compute investment,
improve report generation time by 75%, and enhance productivity of the
workforce.
Another example is Entropia’s recent announcement with Pacific Life Insurance.
Pacific Life Insurance Company has chosen to deploy Entropia's DCGrid grid
computing platform to accelerate financial modeling and simulation, utilizing
existing desktop PC’s. In this case, grid technology was adopted to speed
computational risk modeling, giving Pacific Life a competitive advantage. Another
benefit to Pacific Life was the ability to maximize their existing investment in
desktop PCs.
Energy Exploration

A major energy exploration and production company adopted DataSynapse
LiveCluster to provide a distributed computing solution for their data-intensive,
time-sensitive “upstream” processing environment — including seismic imaging
and migration, data interpretation and reservoir modeling applications. The
current cluster solution and the nature of their batch scheduling process caused
much of the processing capacity to be underutilized, causing jobs to take days
and in some cases, weeks to complete. Not only that, the company was plagued
by failures that required them to restart jobs. With LiveCluster, they were able to
centralize management and improve resource utilization, allowing the customer to
complete large, time-consuming jobs more quickly — all without the purchase of
additional hardware.
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Government

Federal, state and local governments rely on many scientific research projects for
effective decision-making. For example, an environmental agency might use grid
technology to predict the effect of an earthquake on a metropolitan area or to
model the effect of excessive rain on a river or lake. The latter example might
draw information from meteorological models, a watershed model and a
topography model. In this example, the grid provides: (1)the ability to share
information in a collaborative fashion and (2)the compute power necessary to do
multiple simulations.
Sun Microsystems has a contract with Army Research Labs that includes over
2000 Sun, Linux, IBM and SGI CPU’s in an Enterprise grid. Sun Grid Engine
Enterprise Edition manages and provides resource sharing for several research
labs. In this example, Grid Engine EE’s customizable policy-based management
tools control each project’s share of resources based on that project’s annual
budget.
AVAKI recently announced that their grid software was selected for the North
Carolina Bioinformatics Grid (NC Biogrid). This grid will provide researchers to
share computing, genomic and proteomic data, and application resources for
mining, analyzing, and modeling biological data. This grid project is intended to
serve as a model for other state and local governments setting up similar
initiatives.
Bloor NA also found government-related grid development activity taking place in
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and India.
Medical Research

Sengent’s CommunityOS software framework leverages grid technology to locate
idle computing resources and services, and organize them into a service grid.
Sengent recently announced that CommunityOS will provide a central role in
finding a cure for cancer. This is an example of a Service grid that exists today.
ROTHBERG INSTITUTE SELECTS SENGENT'S SERVICE GRID TECHNOLOGY TO POWER ONGOING
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TO COMBAT CHILDHOOD DISEASES AND CANCER
The Institute's Premier Scientists Capitalize on Sengent's CommunityOS Software Framework to Aid in Their
Research Efforts to Cure Childhood Diseases and Increase Understanding of Cancer

BOCA RATON, FL - April 2, 2002 - An important initiative in the ongoing battle against cancer was
announced today. Sengent Inc., the leading provider of technology that allows organizations to unify
Web services via the Service Grid, today announced that it has been chosen by the Rothberg Institute
for Childhood Diseases, a non-profit research organization, to power the institute's current and ongoing
scientific research to find a cure for tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC). Based on the technology behind
Sengent's first initiative for life sciences, the Drug Design and Optimization Lab (D2OL), every company
and household across the globe will be able to contribute to the search for a cure for TSC by simply
downloading the non-intrusive software application at www.childhooddiseases.org.
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Sengent is also known for their Drug Design and Optimization Lab, deployed in 2001 to combat the
threat of biological warfare. Over 25,000 users of Sengent;s CommunityOS software contributed idle
computing cycles participated in this scientific research.

http://www.sengent.com/company/news_02_04_02.html
Film Production

Sun recently announced that Axyz Animation, an animation house specializing in
digital visual effects for commercials, TV and feature films, is using Sun Grid
Engine in conjunction with Houdini 3D software as a way to distribute jobs among
distributed Linux systems, improving utilization to up to 95% and cutting
production time in half.
Parabon’s Frontier distributed computing platform is used in film rendering to
produce more realistic images. Production studios use the Frontier renderer that
combines ray tracing (a more natural way to apply light to rendered images) and
Monte Carlo algorithms to produce images. This compute intensive rendering is
can be done efficiently and cost effectively using Parabon’s Frontier platform.
Entertainment
Butterfly.net Inc. and IBM will deploy the first custom commercial grid for the online video gaming
market. The Butterfly Grid will enable online video game providers to support a massive number of
players simultaneously within the same game by allocating computing resources to the most populated
areas and most popular games.This grid design offers the potential to support over one million
simultaneous players from each facility in a 24/7 environment with automatic fail over capability.
Internet
HotBot uses grid-like capabilities in their popular search engine. HotBot, developed collaboratively by
Inktomi Corporation and HotWired, Inc., makes use of many workstations in parallel to search and index
Web Pages instead of using supercomputers or a farm of clustered minicomputers to accomplish the
task. HotBot’s “Network of Workstations” (NOW) is one of the early examples of the use of the [grid}
computing model as applied to commercial computing environments.

Source: Visualize This - Prentice Hall PTR - Joe Clabby, October, 2001

Horizontal Grid Applications
Business Continuity

The very nature of grid technology renders it a business continuity solution. Grids
are designed based on the concept that systems and networks may fail for a
variety of different reasons, and become unavailable. Typically grids can detect
failures and grid’s inherent naming and binding can move compute jobs to
operational systems or replicate data as needed. And in the event of a disaster,
redundant systems are immediately available.
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DataSynapse (described in more detail later in this report) focuses on the
financial services industry where security and fault tolerance are a necessity.
Their LiveCluster compute grid software includes features such as fault tolerant
dynamic scheduling, redundant fail-over and self-recovery and automated
exception and error-handing.
Security

McAfee.com has recently announced plans for its next generation of Web
Security Services ― “Grid Security Services”. The Web Security Services will be
offered as a grid service, merging the power and extensibility of grid with XMLbased web services.
With Grid Security Services, McAfee.com will implement a security grid with millions of sensors all over the
Internet, constantly preventing, analyzing and reporting security threats to a central hub through a Web services
framework. The hub, in turn, processes this data and provides real-time alerts and immunization to the rest of
the systems on the grid. Security data from the grid can be made available to anyone who installs the
McAfee.com SecurityCenter.

Source: http://www.mcafee.com/aboutus/press_room/press_releases/Apr162002_3.asp?

Chapter Summary
Complex simulations, statistical modeling, collaboration among researchers,
testers and simulators characterize how grid computing is being used in these
industries today. Not unlike the scientific community, these applications typically
require huge amounts of processing power, continuous updates, large numbers
of complex simulations, and shared resource access among teams that span
multiple departments ― all are characteristics that can be ideally addressed by
distributed grid computing architecture. As major players define and deliver
products based on grid and web services, there will be many more examples of
grid in the commercial computing space. One of the most significant trends that
will be fueled by commercial grid acceptance is the trend toward “on-demand”
utility computing.
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Summary
Part II

Summary — Part II
For the past seven years the scientific/research communities have been
exploiting grids ― primarily for the purposes of number-crunching (harvesting
supercomputer-like process power) and for collaborative resource sharing. And
these past seven years have proven that the grid concept does work, it can
exploit/tap unused resources; and can provide real benefits in terms of costrecovery/cost-savings related to making use of unused systems/storage/network
capacity.
And because the scientific/research community has proven the grid concept and
has demonstrated cost and efficiency benefits, grids are now becoming “of
interest” to the business/commercial community.
Where are the likely commercial candidates for grid computing?
The
scientific/research community has proven that grids can deliver raw computing
power on-demand. So it naturally follows that any commercial computing
environment that can benefit from on-demand computing power is a likely
candidate. And Bloor NA’s research found several examples of commercial
vertical markets that can benefit from increased, low-cost, on-demand computing
power, particularly:
•

Life sciences (especially pharmaceuticals);

•

Manufacturing (especially in manufacturing activities that need to
generate prototypical models); and,

•

Financials (for trends analysis as well as for processing huge volumes of
data).

•

Geosciences/Energy Exploration

•

Film Production

We must note that there has been a lot of government activity (installing and
experimenting) around grid computing. In particular, European governments in
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom have been actively pursuing the
establishment of national computing grids. Governments (although not either
scientific or commercial entities) also represent good candidates for using grid
computing in the near term.
Although much of the early activity around grids has been focused on capturing
unused computing power and sharing other computing resources, the
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collaborative aspect of grids should not be ignored. The University of
Pennsylvania mammography project is one good example of the collaborative
use of grids. In this example hospitals will be able to store large imaging files on
a vast grid network ― capitalizing on resource sharing by finding and using
unused storage space. And the computing element of grid architecture is also
exploited in this example because hospitals and physicians will be able to drilldown on mammography data to do trends analysis.
But the mammography project is not the only example of exploiting grids for
collaborative purposes. The automobile and aerospace industries are also early
commercial adopters of grid, using grid as a means to power complex design
work or to provide collaborative capabilities between segments in a design chain.
In other words, manufacturers can use grids to share complex modeling graphical
data and information between internal organizations or with external partners in
real time.
As service grids begin to emerge, you will see additional applications. In financial
services, grid services will be used to automate the process of credit card billing.
In the travel industry, grid services will improve integration among airline
reservation systems. Public internet exchanges and service providers will rely
heavily on grid services. And large enterprises will use a grid service
infrastructure to create their own “on-demand” utility.
From Bloor NA’s perspective, grids have been proven to work in the
scientific/research communities ― and are now ready for adoption in commercial
markets for compute-intensive and collaborative tasks.
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PART III: VENDOR CRITIQUES
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What This Section Is About
In Part III, we’ll discuss all the major grid players as well as their strategies and
projects.
What We Hope You’ll Learn
In this section we hope that you will learn the following:
1. Who the leading grid vendors are;
2. How they are positioned in grid services and systems/storage/network
and applications/database self-management;
3. What solutions they offer.
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Chapter
6

Vendor Critiques
As part of our research for this report, Bloor NA had the opportunity to interview
leading executives from all of the major grid vendors (including AVAKI,
DataSynapse, Entropia, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Platform Computing, SGI, Sun
Microsystems, and United Devices). We asked each company to tell us about
their:
1. Grid strategy;
2. Market/competitive positioning in grid computing;
3. Product set; and,
4. Customer base.
And although we found many similarities in terms of go-to-market strategies and
products, we also found distinct differentiators between all of these vendors. This
part of the report (Part III) provides:
1. Product comparison charts that describe each vendor’s product offerings
and positioning; and,
2. A snapshot of our research findings and perspectives by vendor.
Readers should note that in addition to these snapshots, we have also written indepth 8-12 page reports on each vendor. These reports can be found on each
respective vendor’s site (if they bought the rights from us to post them there), or
they can be found on the Thompson Financial Network (www.TFN.com) on a
charge basis.
Product Comparison Charts
The next two pages provide our take on each vendor’s current product line, future
directions, and markets served:
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Chart 2 ― Bloor Research NA ― Vendor Positioning/Commentary

Vendor Product OS(s)

Target

Comments

Markets
AVAKI

DataSynapse

Entropia

HewlettPackard

AVAKI 2.5–
Packaged
software that
provides wide
area access to
processing,
data, and
application
resources.
Use for
compute grids
and data
grids.
LiveCluster–
includes
resource
management,
policy,
security,
management
software
DCGrid 5.0–
consists of
DCGrid
Scheduler and
DCGrid
Manager –
specifically
for PC
compute
grids.
Utility Data
Center–a set
of technologies for planning, designing, managing, and suppt
of data center
resources.

Linux
Solaris
Irix
Tru64
Windows
2000/NT
Unix

Life Sciences
Manufacturin
g
Financial
Services

Solid support for
heterogeneous depart-mental,
enterprise, & global computing
environments.
Strong support for
naming/directories (SGNP).

Unix
Linux
Windows

Financial
Services
Energy

Focus on application
integration with grids.
Good success in commercial
grid environments.

Windows

Pharmaceutica PC grid focus (market size of
l
@100M PCs –so good
prospects for growth.
Chemical
Materials
Research
Financial
Services

HP-UX
Windows
Linux
Solaris

Technical and
commercial
markets
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Still meshing high-end
datacenter story with Compaq
cluster grids. Outstanding
datacenter/utility computing
approach.

Enterprise
w/AVAKI,
United
Devices, Platform, &
Entropia).
Service grids
thru its
WebSphere.
Selfmanagement
thru Tivoli&
eLizaprojects.
Frontier
Parabon
(dedicated
Compserver);
utational
Pioneer (for
grid
clients/server
s)
Platform
Platform
Computing LSF 5
Platform
MultiCluster
Platform
FTA
Job
Scheduler 5
IBM

SGI

Sun
Microsystems

Onyx
Servers;
Infinite
Reality
graphics
subsystem;
visual area
networks
Sun Grid
Engine
Sun Grid
Engine
(Enterprise
Edition)
Sun ONE
Sun Management Center

Linux
AIX
OS/400
Z/OS
Windows

Life sciences
Financial
Services
Scientific
Research
Engineering
Other
commercial

Augments existing products
with partners grid products.
Professional services key to
IBM strategy.
Strong manageability.

Windows,
Linux.

Scientific and
commercial.

Architecture is different from
most of competition. Java
emphasis.

Unix (many
flavors –
comprehensive
OS support)
Windows
Linux

Life Sciences
Computer/Ind
ustrialManufa
cturing
Financial
Services
Government
Scientific
Research

Support for compute, data,
information, intelligent grids
and utility computing across
department, enterprise, interenterprise environments.

Unix, Irix.

Visualizationoriented
applicationsincluding
life sciences,
gov., energy,
mfg., and
media
Over 5000
grids installed
in various
technical and
commercial
markets.

Visualization and collaborative
emphasis make SGI unique
amongst grid makers.

Solaris
Linux
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Go-to-market approach is from
departmental cluster up
through enterprise. Partners
with AVAKI for enterprise
grids.

United
Devices

MetaProcessor

Windows

Primarily
scientific to
date.

UD is in PC compute grid
marketplace (like Entropia).
Good security; management
system written to exploit Web
services applications.

Source: Bloor NA ― August 2002
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Snapshot ― AVAKI

AVAKI
One Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA. 02142
(617) 374 2511

http://www.AVAKI.com
What impressed us most about AVAKI was the company’s focus. AVAKI knows
where it wants to concentrate its development efforts (in grid design; in ease-ofinstall/deployment; in grid infrastructure/middleware; and grid directories). It
knows the markets it wants to pursue (life sciences, financial services,
engineering-intensive manufacturing, and electronic design automation. It knows
it wants to develop the “naming” (of resources, data elements, etc.) standard for
grids. It knows what “Web services” are and how it wants to exploit them on a
grid. It has a clear understanding of its target customers and knows how grids
can benefit them. Finally, it knows who/what it is; what it does best; and how best
to pursue customers in its chosen focus markets.
Where we believe that AVAKI “needs improvement” is in the area of formal
application vendor partnerships.
AVAKI offers strong resource/policy
management products, has an excellent directory service, and has good
application development tools ― but did not have many formal business partner
relationships with ISVs (Independent Software Vendors). We attribute this
anomaly to the fact that much of the early grid work has necessitated custom
application design. Still, IS buyers want solutions ― and we believe AVAKI
needs to exert serious effort expanding its stable of ISV partners in order to make
available packaged solutions that can run on its architecture.
After researching the AVAKI product set and customer base we found that:
•

AVAKI is well positioned as a supplier of grid infrastructure products and
services ― with particular strengths in resource/policy management and
directory services;

•

The company has a large base of compute grids with thousands of grid
nodes deployed in the scientific research market sector. And AVAKI has
also been making steady progress bring grids into the commercial
marketplace ― the company has deployed hundreds of grid nodes in
commercial environments in focus markets;

•

The company has a clear understanding of customer buying behavior,
reasons for buying, benefits of buying grids; and,

•

The company has a strong commitment to the formation of
heterogeneous industry standards for grid computing. And the company
is working hard to get is own naming protocol (Simple Global Naming
Protocol) considered as the naming standard by the standards
committees.
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Snapshot ― DataSynapse

DataSynapse
632 Broadway
5th Floor
New York, NY, 10012
Telephone: (212) 842-8842
Fax: (212) 842-8843

http://www.DataSynapse.com
What we found was that DataSynapse:
•

Strongly focuses on providing compute grid solutions (as opposed to
collaborative grid solutions typically found in academic environments). The
company specifically targets financial and energy markets;

•

Heavily emphasizes its ability to integrate existing applications with its
underlying compute grid architecture (called “LiveCluster”);

•

Is the only vendor we talked to that approaches grid computing from a
“commercial” perspective. (Most competitor’s grids originate from the
scientific and research areas ― areas that frequently have different reliability,
security, and scalability requirements than commercial environments);

•

Partners with IBM Global Services (IBM assists in many grid deployment
activities); and,

•

Has a very close working relationship with Intel (DataSynapse really knows
how to exploit Intel processors in grids).

On the “needs-improvement” side, we noted that DataSynapse:
•

Has a small direct sales force. We believe that for DataSynapse to grow
beyond its current base of around a dozen customers, the company will either
need to invest heavily in growing the size of its direct sales force, or start
making use of other vendor’s “feet-on-the-street”.
In our opinion,
rd
DataSynapse would be best served by building 3 party vendor relationships
with vendors that can help carry the DataSynapse message and products to
market.

•

Has a small professional services organization. Note that DataSynapse has
a loose relationship with IBM Global Services (IGS) ― primarily for consulting
and deployment services (DataSynapse’s role is usually to provide the
expertise needed to integrate applications with its LiveCluster environment).
Again, DataSynapse needs to grow the number of 3rd party vendor
relationships (this time with professional services providers) in order to
provide its prospects and customers with the services they will need to
design, deploy, perform application integration, and manage DataSynapse
grids over time.
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We especially liked the way that DataSynapse focused on application integration.
The company understands the role of messaging in grid environments, and
knows how to parse applications into separate modules can be processed
independently ― and then rolled-up into the master application (resulting in faster
and more efficient processing of compute- and data-intensive workloads). We
were also intrigued by the company’s relationship with Intel (Intel recognizes
DataSynapse as a go-to vendor for financial and energy solutions).
We conclude that although DataSynapse may be small, the company has a good
handle on who they are, what they are trying to do, and how they go about doing
it. We left our interview with DataSynapse convinced that, over time, the
company will become a leading supplier of grid technology in the target markets
that it has chosen.
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Snapshot ― Entropia

Entropia
10145 Pacific Heights Blvd.
Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 623-2840
http://www.entropia.com

On the positive side, here’s what we learned:
•

Entropia’s “niche” market is the enterprise PC network (and that’s one
heck of a niche because there are estimated to be over 100,000,000 PCs
in the enterprise desktop space).

•

Entropia’s goal is to help enterprises “aggregate” unused PC processing
power ― power that can be harnessed to conduct various computeintensive tasks such as scientific calculations, simulations, stress tests,
complex data analysis, and more. They see PC grids offering unbeatable
price-to-performance ratio and they emphasize that PC grids offer
enterprises the potential to recognize real gains in productivity, efficiency,
and innovation.

•

Other grid providers ― IBM, Sun, HP, Platform and AVAKI ― largely
ignore this market segment. As a result, Entropia has an intriguing and
fairly unique value proposition

•

Entropia’s software has been designed to ensure that a PC user’s
environment remains separate and distinct from that of a distributed grid
application. Distributed applications are made invisible to end-users; if a
failure occurs, the distributed application backs out gracefully, leaving the
PC’s environment wholly intact. Entropia also ensures that grid data that
is processed on a PC is made invisible to the PC user (for security,
privacy, and other reasons).

•

Entropia’s architecture has been designed to easily enable custom and
packaged applications written in C, C++, C#, Fortran, Cobol and other
languages to operate on its PC grid architecture. Entropia enables its
customers to run binary code on its “DCGrid” platform — without
requiring source code modification, re-linking, or recompilation. This
means that Entropia’s customers do not have to maintain grid and nongrid versions of software.

•

Entropia’s primary competitors are United Devices, DataSynapse and
Platform. From our perspective, Entropia focuses more strongly on PC
grids than Platform. And Entropia’s grid products compete favorably with
application integration, security, and policy management products from
DataSynapse or United Devices.

We also observed two shortcomings:
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•

First, Entropia is a startup. And, accordingly, Entropia will have to
compete with much larger competitors such as IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
and Platform Computing for grid computing mindshare. And with less
budget, fewer resources, and less expansive product set, Entropia will
certainly have an uphill battle becoming known in the grid marketplace.

•

Entropia has a small professional services organization ― potentially
limiting its ability to address the requirements of customers with hundreds
or potentially thousands of PCs.

Entropia responded to these criticisms by expressing the beliefs that:
•

With respect to the company’s start-up position, the rapid evolution of grid
standards such as the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA)
framework will help close-the-gap between itself and its larger competitors
because grid standards will make it possible for grid buyers to easily
leverage diverse computing resources, including PC grids. In other
words, standards will help Entropia participate in large, enterprise- and
global-level grids ― enabling Entropia to catch-up to the larger grid
makers; and,

•

With respect to the company’s small professional services organization,
Entropia observed that:

•

PC grids are much less labor intensive than installing a heterogeneous
server/desktop grid ― and therefore do not require an army of
professional services designers, implementers, and administrators for grid
deployment and management. Note: other grid vendors have provided
Bloor NA with anecdotal examples that bear this point out.

•

The complexity of deploying a large PC grid is not directly proportional to
the size of the grid. Grid management software streamlining the process
of adding and maintaining large numbers of PCs. And resource
management software makes it, in many cases, easier for systems
administrators to control large grid computing environments than
traditional distributed computing environments. And lastly,

•

Entropia’s “application-ready” architecture requires substantially fewer
application integration resources.

Overall, Entropia was an intriguing research study. The company has found a
very large (and largely untouched) niche ― the PC marketplace. The company
has a specific focus (sell computing grids by aggregating unused PC computing
power). The company has focused markets (life sciences, scientific, engineering,
and financial marketplaces). And the company has a proven product set (it
scales extremely well; and it has excellent management capabilities that isolate
an end-user’s computing environment from a grid processing environment
sharing the same PC ― complete with transparent roll-back capability should
either the user’s or the grid application fail). For IS executives with large PC
populations who require additional computational capability ― Entropia is
definitely worth a look.
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Snapshot ― Hewlett-Packard

Hewlett-Packard
3000 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1185
Phone: (650) 857-1501
Web: www.HP.com

As we conducted this interview, we were especially keen to learn about how HP
was going to merge recently acquired Compaq Computer Corporation’s grid
strategy with its own and make the move from scientific/research grids into
commercial markets.
We entered this interview knowing that both companies have:
•

Solid high-performance technical computing (HPTC) product offerings that
could serve as the basis for commercial computing grids;

•

Various middleware components (including HP’s ChangeEngine middleware)
that could serve as the basis for grid resource management and crossplatform program-to-program communications;

•

Rich network and systems management software offerings (OpenView and
Insight Manager; MC/ServiceGuard tools and utilities);

•

Resource management business partners (such as AVAKI and Platform
Computing) as well as policy management software;

•

A turnkey grid hub/management center called the “Utility Data Center” (UDC);

•

A good mix of networking products (as well as important networking
partnerships with companies such as Cisco); and,

•

Large professional services organizations.

In other words, we walked in knowing that HP had the all of the technologies and
business partnerships in place needed to become a major player in the evolving
commercial grid marketplace. So, what we sought to learn was how HP is taking
these technologies/partnerships to market ― and how HP plans to make use of
Compaq technologies in order to expand its grid offerings.
What We Found

What our research revealed was that:
•

Hewlett-Packard has done more than any other grid vendor that we have
interviewed to package its hardware, grid software, networking products, and
management software into a cohesive, turnkey product offering. And that’s
saying a lot considering we have interviewed all of the traditional market
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leaders (such as IBM and Sun Microsystems) and various niche product
makers including AVAKI, Entropia, and Platform. Hewlett-Packard, with its
Utility Data Center, has architected a highly-integrated centralized grid
management center complete with system and network management
facilities, network connections, middleware, and resource/policy management
software (through partnerships) needed to rapidly deploy and easily
reconfigure grid environments.
•

HP’s strategy strongly focuses on the concept of “utility computing” ― the
idea that computing power should be made available on-demand, much like
electrical power. HP sees grids as analogous to electricity provisioning: when
an enterprise needs an extra kilowatt of power, it can obtain that power
without having to contact its electricity provider. In HP’s view, this same
concept holds true for computing: if an enterprise required additional
computing power, or more storage, those facilities should be made available
on an as needed basis, using available but unused internal computing
resources or by purchasing additional resources from external
compute/storage/application resource providers.

•

HP’s go-to-market strategy is what we at Bloor NA refer to as a top-down
strategy (centralizing resources at the enterprise level as opposed to Sun’s
bottom-up approach that starts by building departmental grids and then
expanding departmental grids to the enterprise level).

•

HP participates in all of the major grid standardization efforts ― including the
Global Grid Forum and Globus. And HP is a supporter of OGSA (Open Grid
Services Architecture) ― the effort that originated with IBM and Globus to
create standards for how Web services utilize grid architecture. HP is also a
major player in the Global Grid Forum’s Applications Working Group,
chartered with designing grid application development environments and
working through issues related to developing applications to exploit the grid
architecture.

•

HP has spearheaded several grid projects designed to identify technical
issues, explore application usage and develop grid management tools.
These include HP’s own internal grid—the HP Intra-grid (based on Globus
v.2), the Advanced Development Center for Grid Computing—focused on
research and stress testing of grid products, participation in the GridLab
project — a European Union sponsored project which is building a grid
application toolkit and testbed, and the Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center —
the largest civilian-research supercomputer.

•

HP’s focus on grid application efforts will be an important success factor for
HP and grid computing as a whole. Until a wealth of applications exist that
exploit the grid architecture, grid will continue to be targeted at large computeintensive applications in specific industries.

What We Didn’t Find

Although HP demonstrated that it understands computer grid technology,
packaging, standardization efforts, and market requirements, we also found that:
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•

HP had not successfully integrated the Compaq side of the grid equation with
its own. More specifically, we were looking to see how HP had integrated
Compaq’s existing High Performance Technical Computing offerings as well
as Compaq clustering technology with its own ― and these elements were
not yet part of HP’s general grid pitch.

Instead, HP’s “grid “story” focused mostly on its UDC ― and to us, the UDC has
been designed as a high-end enterprise solution that provides strong, centralized
grid resource management, system management, and network management.
We at Bloor NA believe that HP’s pitch should also include a “bottom-up” element
(an approach to building grids from the departmental level, or in small and midsized businesses using cluster technology). We did not hear this bottom-up
strategy from HP.
In its defense, HP has just merged with Compaq (less than three months ago).
And, within the 30 days of the merger close, HP did describe roadmaps that
include the integration of key Compaq clustering and file system technology into
HP-UX. So we know that HP is working hard on clustering. We simply want to
see it included as part of HP’s overall grid presentation.
•

HP had not fully articulated the role its professional services organizations will
play in grid computing. From our perspective, HP is “conflicted” when it
comes to grid professional services. HP’s own consulting organization is
know for its ability to provide custom, high-end design, deployment, and
management services; while Compaq’s professional services organization is
known for being able to “cookie-cut” service engagements (provide packaged
services based upon previously successful engagements). Somewhere
between these two professional services approaches lay the skills needed to
design and deploy grid-based environments. And in our opinion, HP has not
yet found that middle ground. (HP states that grid professional services
details will be forthcoming as the services strategy solidifies).

•

There were few examples of customer accounts using HP’s Utility Data
Center (although we do note that HP is making live, real-world production use
of the UDC product itself).
Based upon our research findings, the primary challenge that HP faces is not
management systems and grid technology development, it’s marketing
related. And HP’s success in the grid marketplace will largely depend on its
ability to get Compaq grid technologies assimilated ― and its ability to
articulate a comprehensive grid and professional services strategy.
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Snapshot ― IBM

IBM Corporation
Route 100
Somers, NY. 10589

http://www.IBM.com
We had been forewarned by other competitors that IBM did not really have a grid
product set (the company relies on partners for grid resource management and
policy management software); had few commercial customers; and that IBM’s
strategy was not “fully-baked”.
What we found is that IBM:
•

Has a superb over-arching grid architectural strategy;

•

Does indeed partner with 3rd party software makers to bid on certain grid
opportunities (especially when policy management software is needed).
But when bidding on other opportunities IBM builds grids using its own
products, tools and utilities;

•

Has quite a number of home-grown tools and utilities that augment grid
computing (especially in the area of systems management);

•

Has several commercial grid customers ― and is using the technology
itself in the US and in Europe;

•

Is leading the drive to create grid standards (and is especially active in
driving standards that combine grid computing with Web services); and
that

•

Is approaching the market in a manner that is distinctly different from the
approach being taken by Sun Microsystems, Platform Computing,
Entropia, AVAKI, and other grid suppliers.

Although we believe that IBM has a fair amount of work to do to better articulate
its grid computing strategy and to unify its grid product offerings, we found IBM’s
approach to grid computing to comprehensive (it includes grid computing, Web
services, and “autonomic” management) and logical (especially considering this
company’s long history in building heterogeneous, large distributed system
environments). Based-upon our research, we think that IBM’s grid computing
strategy will position the company extremely well as a supplier of very large,
heterogeneous, commercial computing grids.
This Research Brief shares Bloor Research – North America’s (Bloor NA’s) view
of the strengths and weaknesses of IBM in grid computing.
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The Basics: What Are Grid Computing, Web Services, and Self-management
IBM’s grid computing strategy really involves three elements:
1. Grid computing;
2. Web services; and,
3. Autonomic system self-management.
These architectures and management schema are defined and described in
basic detail below:
What Is Grid Computing, and What Does It Enable My Enterprise To Do?

Essentially, grid computing is about distributed resource management. It’s about
using a high-speed network to provide access to additional computing resources
found on the “grid”.
Another way to describe grid computing is to liken it to a network operating
system. A typical operating system manages resources (memory, processors,
storage, peripherals, etc.) within the confines of a local computer environment. A
grid simply extends the reach of the operating environment to networked
resources — allowing computers to make transparent use of non-local
processing, storage and other resources.
Some of the things an enterprise can do with grids include:
1. Reclaim unused processing power. Grids allow available processing power
to be found and used ― potentially reducing an enterprise’s need to purchase
additional computers to meet processing needs; and/or enabling enterprises
to “find” computing power to handle spikes in demand (or ward off denial of
service attacks); and/or enabling enterprise to reduce long windows for
processing batch jobs;
2. Enable collaboration amongst various groups (inside or outside an
enterprise). Grids enable engineers, designers, marketing personnel to
render and share complex large graphics in real time and to make
modifications in real time ― even across long geographical distances;
3. Amass processing power without having to buy a supercomputer. For
instance, some modeling applications such as digital content creation (the
creation of computer-designed special effects) require vast amounts of
processing power. Grids can provide that power at a fraction of the cost of a
supercomputer; and,
4. Decision support/data mining ― some enterprises (banks, financial
institutions, and the like) often find that a large portion of their business comes
from a few choice customers. These institutions would like to be able to
identify those customers and provide expanded services to them. Grids
(when combined with Web services applications) can provide the database
drill-down facilities as well as access to distributed data resources in order to
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allow such institutions to gather needed intelligence to service customers
better.
What Are Web Services, and What Do They Enable My Enterprise To Do?

Being able to transparently use other resources on a network is only half the
story. Grids make an ideal environment for deploying Web services architecture.
Web services are evolving industry standards (Simple Object Access Protocol ―
SOAP; and Web Services Description Language ― WSDL) that finally enable
true cross-platform, program-to-program communications using a simple,
Internet-based communications approach, and a common format/syntax called
XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XML allows for the passing data and
documents between disparate devices. By running Web services-based
applications over grid architecture, enterprises will be able to vastly expand their
applications portfolios as well as better exploit computing resources such as
processors and storage (see Figure 10).
Figure 10― The Interrelationship of Web Services and Grid Architecture

Web Services Architecture – Program-to-program communications
(in this case over a communications grid).
XML
Content
or Data

Application “A”

Application “B”

XML
Content
or Data

WSDL template
SOAP interface

WSDL template
SOAP interface

Grid Architecture – Switched connections to multiple
resource end-points.
Source: Bloor Research ― North America: July, 2002

Web services enable:
1. New applications to be assembled on-the-fly by combining application objects
into larger composite applications. As a result, it costs less to build
applications ― and applications can be delivered to market more quickly.
2. Enterprises to change the way they work (by enabling rapid changes to
business processes) ― potentially resulting in major changes to underlying
business models. Web services have the potential to radically change the
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way the way that businesses operate and compete - and thus are expected to
be a critical design element in future information systems design.
3. Independent software vendors (ISVs) to repackage existing packaged
applications as “services”. This new packaging results in new (and potentially
more effective) ways to bring product to market ― potentially resulting in
vastly increased revenue streams.
4. Enterprises to repackage and sell existing non-strategic applications. This
enables enterprises to create a new source of revenue from existing
intellectual content.
What Is Autonomic Management ― and What Does It Enable My Enterprise To Do?

“Autonomic” (named after our own human autonomic nervous system) is the term
that IBM is using to describe systems/storage/network and application/database
self-management. It refers to the ability of grid-based systems to heal themselves
(take corrective or preventative actions to overcome failures).
The primary benefit related to autonomic architecture has to do with reducing
human involvement in the management of systems and the network. Systems
and network management take a huge chunk out of IS budgets ― these costs
can be greatly reduced by using automated, autonomic services to ensure that
systems and network components are operating reliably and remain constantly
available.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Autonomic architecture enables enterprises to perform:
Automatic optimization of network and system devices;
Automated workload balancing;
Cluster management;
Connectivity management;
Logical and physical resource management; and,
Security management.

Combine the Three: Grid Services

Grids provide an underlying high-speed network environment that enables widescale sharing of resources such as processors, storage, applications, and
databases. Web services enable applications programs to work cooperatively
with other applications programs ― and can run over a grid or any of a number of
other network configurations. Autonomic management can be hardware or
software that helps devices to manage themselves (or provide vital management
data to other devices that provide automated management services). All three
combine to provide an infrastructure that allows for resource sharing, program-toprogram communications, and automated self-management of networked
devices. The combination of these two architectures and systems selfmanagement schema is what Bloor NA refers to as “grid services”.
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Snapshot ― Parabon Computational, Inc.

Parabon Computing
3930 Walnut Street, Suite 100
Fairfax, VA 22030-4738
Voice: 703-460-4100
Fax: 703-460-4101
Email: info@parabon.com

Parabon was the final grid maker that we interviewed for this report. The
company can be distinguished by: 1) its architecture (a packaged server ―
somewhat like the approach that HP uses ― but at a completely different price
point).; and, 2) its preference for Java-based code.
Here are the key highlights related to Parabon.
What we found was that:
•

From a market positioning perspective, Parabon strongly focuses on
providing compute grid solutions (as opposed to collaborative grid solutions
typically found in academic environments). Parabon’s centralized grid server
(Frontier) can be used to help aggregate computing power for applications
such as sequence analysis, photo-realistic image rendering, statistical
analysis, and modeling and simulation, as well as for many other computeintensive applications that lend themselves to being parallelized and
processed.

•

The company places a “Frontier” server between requestors (clients, or client
applications that are seeing grid computing services) and “provider” nodes.
These nodes can be PCs or server class machines running any of a variety of
operating systems. Furthermore, compute nodes need not be dedicated as
Parabon’s compute engine harnesses idle cycles unobtrusively from any
machine.

•

The company offers sophisticated management and security applications,
positioning Parabon in what Bloor NA calls the “intelligent grid” space (more
on this topic contained in the “What are Grids” section of this Research Brief);

•

From a competitive positioning perspective, Parabon competes with AVAKI,
DataSynapse, Entropia, Platform Computing, and United Devices. It could
also be argued that Parabon competes with Hewlett-Packard (HP), IBM, SGI,
and Sun ― but Bloor NA sees these suppliers competing on a different scale
and with different offerings (such as large professional services organizations
or very sophisticated visualization capabilities) than Parabon.

•

Parabon heavily emphasizes its software development kit (SDK) called
Frontier SDK as a key differentiator. And although the company supports C,
C++, Fortran, and Java development languages ― it was clear to us that
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Parabon has a preference for the Java development language for its superior
security, debugging and other functionality useful for developing grid
applications;
•

Parabon sees its grid architecture as distinctly different from those of its
competitors. We agree. Parabon runs its “Pioneer” grid engine on PCs and
servers to harvest their idle computing capacity. The dedicated “Frontier”
server seeks out resources and manages them until a computing task is
completed ― a packaging approach that we observed only at HP (and
Parabon’s Frontier pricing is significantly less than HP’s Utility Data Center).

•

Parabon is already a $5,000,000 company (after being founded in 1999) ― a
testimonial to its ability to locate grid opportunities and close business in a
short period of time. Parabon, more so than any other vendor that we
interviewed, has put together a cogent and believable cost analysis of
building/managing clusters versus building/managing grids.

On the “needs-improvement” side, we noted that Parabon:
•

Has a small direct sales force. We believe that for Parabon to grow beyond
its current base of around a dozen customers, the company will either need to
invest heavily in growing the size of its direct sales force, or start making use
of other vendors’ “feet-on-the-street” (indirect sales forces). In our opinion,
Parabon would be best served by building 3rd party indirect sales relationships
with vendors that can help carry the Parabon message and products to
market.

•

Has a small professional services organization. Again, Parabon needs to
grow the number of 3rd party vendor relationships (this time with professional
services providers) in order to provide its prospects and customers with the
services they will need to design, deploy, perform application integration, and
manage Parabon grids over time.

•

Has very limited participation in the setting of grid standards (Parabon is more
of a follower than a leader). We’d like to see this position change as Parabon
matures ― the company has strong opinions on how to architect grids, and
on how to develop grid applications ― these opinions need to be heard and
considered by standards groups as grid standards further develop.

We especially liked Parabon’s Web site (www.parabon.com). This site is one of
the most complete, well-organized, informative sites that we visited. And, for
more details on Parabon (especially its cost/value proposition) we recommend
reading the company’s “Frontier Enterprise: Harnessing the Full Power of
Networked Computers” available via email request to info@parabon.com.
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Snapshot ― Platform Computing

Platform Computing
3760 14th Avenue
Markham, Ontario L3R 3T7
Canada
(905) 948-8488
Toll Free: 1-87-PLATFORM
http://www.platform.com

Here’s what we learned:
•

Platform has a huge installed base — almost 1,500 customers and
250,000 software licenses — found in electronic design automation
(EDA), computer and industrial manufacturing (primarily automotive and
aerospace), life sciences, government & research, and financial services
markets. Most of Platform’s grids are enterprise grids – “clusters of
clusters”, usually including thousands of heterogeneous computers in
geographically dispersed locations. This contrasts sharply with what we
found at Sun Microsystems (almost 5200 grids ― mostly departmental
clusters).

•

Platform’s is now shipping its latest revision of Load Sharing Facility (LSF
5.00) after beta-testing in over 40 sites. LSF includes sophisticated policy
management capabilities that increase an organization’s ability to utilize
resources (such as processing power, storage facilities, network
components and the like to almost 100%). This revision also includes
significant scalability and performance enhancements.

•

One of Platform’s biggest strengths is in application integration. Platform
has qualified more third-party independent software vendor (ISV)
products their grids (over 100) than any other grid vendor that we have
interviewed to date. This position is enhanced by the functionality of
Platform’s Global License Broker, a solution that allows enterprises to
transparently share software licenses across geographically dispersed
locations (maximizing and enterprise’s investment in software licenses
purchased).

•

Platform has partner relationships with several major systems vendors,
including IBM and HP. HP actually embeds some of Platform’s software
in their Utility Data Center solution; while IBM uses Platform as an ISV for
opportunities that require distributed resource management and policy
management capabilities.

•

Platform recently announced (July 2002) a partnership with SGI to
provide Grid solutions that integrate data, compute and collaborative
visualization resources — providing interactive visualization for scientists,
surgeons, engineers and creative professionals located throughout the
world.
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•

Platform is committed to openness, interoperability and heterogeneity.
Platform supports Compaq Tru64, AIX, HP-UX, IRIX, Solaris; Windows
NT, 2000 & XP; and all major Linux platforms. In addition, Platform is an
active member of the Global Grid Forum and the first vendor to offer a
commercial version of the Globus toolkit.

•

From a strategic perspective, Platform has what they describe as an
evolutionary product line. The company starts by focusing on identifying
usage patterns and resource sharing issues in order to enable a customer
to maximize the effectiveness of a Platform Grid across a department or
enterprise (and potentially an inter-enterprise) environment. Once the
company has shown its customers how to exploit grid technology, the
company provides basic design, deployment, and tuning services. With
this knowledge, customers are empowered to evolve their own grid
solutions.

In short, Platform’s installed base of enterprise grids, solid and well-tested product
line, and strong partnerships with ISVs put Platform in a strong position in grid
computing (especially at the enterprise level).
One area we think Platform should reconsider is professional services. Platform
made it clear to us that the company’s strategy is to sell software ― and although
Platform does provide some services (proof-of-concept, basic implementation,
etc.), professional services are not a focal point for revenue. We at Bloor NA
think that professional services will represent in increasingly important source of
revenue for grid suppliers ― and we would like to see Platform capture more of
this revenue for itself (rather than passing it on to its business partners).
Based upon our research we believe that Platform is well positioned as a supplier
of enterprise-class grids that offer rich workload, resource, and performance
management features for customers who desire to build heterogeneous grid
computing environments of any size.
Market Positioning

This section explores:
1. Platform’s history in distributed computing;
2. Platform’s grid computing strategy;
3. Platform’s major competitors in the grid marketplace; and,
4. Where Platform grids are being used (Platform’s customer base).
How Did Platform Get Where They Are Today?

Platform boasts a long history in grid and distributed computing. One of
Platform’s co-founder’s, Songnian Zhou, developed LSF software while at
Berkeley in the late 1980’s. LSF was designed to determine which compute
resources are required for specific technical computing jobs and then manages
resource utilization & sharing among those jobs across a network. After building
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a prototype that was adopted by Northern Telecom (Nortel), Zhou and two
partners launched Platform Computing in 1992.
Platform’s initial success with LSF and Nortel led them to pursue other
telecommunications and semiconductor companies. These opportunities were
primarily to improve resource utilization for compute intensive applications.
The concept of LSF is still a powerful one today. Building on their initial success,
Platform has continued to enhance LSF and added product modules that
broaden the breadth and depth of the company’s distributed resource sharing grid
products.
Platform’s Evolutionary Strategy

Before any prospective customer installs distributed resource management,
Platform suggests they learn more about their business processes— and how
they affect resource sharing and usage patterns— to identify who is using
compute resources and to what extent. This metering capability is part of a
recently announced product, Platform Intelligence. Platform also offers services
to help businesses understand usage patterns and bottlenecks, but their strategy
is really to offer packaged product solutions for this.
Once processes and usage patterns are determined, Platform’s resource
management products, Site Assure and Global License Broker, automate the
process of assigning resources, dynamically allocating resources to manage both
CPU and application workloads.
It is at this point that, Platform’s Workload Management products are used to
design tailored distributed and Grid computing solutions based on application,
industry, and business processes.
Platform’s “walk-before-you-run” strategy enables customers to customize a
solution, based on real performance and usage metrics, enabling things like
charge-backs and scheduling by priority or job-size. This approach, coupled with
Platform’s extensive application support, makes Platform an ideal solution for a
broad range of across-the-enterprise compute-intensive applications.
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Snapshot ― Silicon Graphics, Inc

Silicon Graphics (SGI)
1600 Amphitheater Parkway
Mountainview, California 94943
Telephone: (650) 960-1980
http://www.SGI.com

Silicon Graphics surprised us with the richness of its visualization products that
can exploit grids as well as its focus on the collaborative elements of grid
computing (although SGI also focuses on the computing aspect of grid
computing, the company was one of few that could articulate how its grids can
be/are being used in collaborative information sharing/presentation environments
today.
The key bullets from the SGI interview are:
•

As a company, Silicon Graphics (SGI) focuses on visualization (threedimensional computer modeling), high-performance computing, and the
management of complex data. SGI's stated mission is to provide scalable
computing, collaborative visualization, and complex data management
solutions for technical and creative users.

•

From a grid perspective, SGI builds compute grids (high-performance
computing grids); information grids (grids that are optimized to collaboratively
share data and content; and intelligent grids (grids that provide selfmanagement features). These grid categories are discussed in greater detail
in the “What Are Grids” section of this report).

•

In a nutshell, SGI’s grid strategy focuses on providing collaborative grid
solutions that address visualization output. (SGI is known for its work
producing highly-optimized visualization hardware and software ― the
company uses grids to share advanced 3D computer model output amongst
communities of researchers, explorers, educators, designers, scientists, and
commercial users).

•

The company targets design and research applications in markets such as
life sciences, government, energy, manufacturing, and media.

•

SGI considers its primary grid competitors to be Hewlett-Packard (HP), IBM,
and Sun. (We disagree ― we think that SGI’s strong focus on visualization
targeted at creative and technical users puts it in a class by itself. This
subject is discussed in greater depth in the “Competitive Positioning” section
contained herein.

•

The company has a very rich, high-performance hardware platform (the
“Origin” line of processors) that can be used to process complex data and
develop 3D models; and SGI offers its “Onyx” line of integrated hardware and
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visualization/data management software that has been optimized for complex
data processing and 3D visualization.
•

SGI recently established a formal relationship with Platform Computing ― a
leading supplier of Data Resource Management, Policy Management, and
grid middleware products. This relationship, combined with SGI’s own data
management product offerings enables SGI customers to purchase a
complete, heterogeneous grid solution from SGI.

Bloor NA especially liked SGI’s focus on collaborative “information” grids and the
company’s strong focus on visualization-oriented grid applications. We have
interviewed all of the industry’s leading grid makers (including AVAKI,
DataSynapse, Entropia, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Platform, Sun, and United
Devices), and none of these companies stated as strong a commitment to
collaborative grids and visualization as SGI did. We found this commitment to be
SGI’s strongest differentiator.
On the “needs-improvement” side, we noted that SGI:
Has few “go-to” grid resources in the field. The company needs to train more
grid sales specialists as well as build grid expertise in its professional services
organization. SGI should also consider establishing business relationships
with professional services suppliers like Computer Sciences Corporation ―
professional service firms that can help design, deploy, and manage SGI
grids.
Based upon our interview with SGI executives we concluded that although SGI
needs to broaden its grid infrastructure, application, and professional services
portfolio, these shortcoming are outweighed by the company’s strong focus on
visualization and collaborative grids. SGI is positioned extremely well for growth
in evolving scientific and commercial grid markets.
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Snapshot ― Sun Microsystems

Sun Microsystems
901 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, California 94393-4900
(650) 960 1300
http://www.Sun.com

In this Executive Summary, we separate our findings into three categories:
1) Sun “homogeneity”;
2) Sun grid products, strategy, and competitive positioning; and,
3) Areas that “need improvement”.
Sun “Homogeneity”

What we had heard from some Sun competitors before our interview was that
Sun’s grid strategy and product offering is “homogeneous” (inferring that Sun
grids consisted solely of Sun systems and operating environments). But our
research found several examples and proof points that indicated that Sun’s
product offerings, installed base, and strategy accommodated heterogeneous
grid interoperability.
As proof, we note that:
1. Sun’s existing installed base is comprised of Unix (Solaris) and Linux
clusters;
2. Sun’s Grid Engine resource/policy management software comes in an
open source version that runs across multiple operating environments;
and that
3. Sun was a founder of the Global Grid Forum (the primary grid industry
standards organization) and is committed to other organizations and
consortia that are working toward creating heterogeneous grid
interoperability standards.
All of these points illustrate that Sun is working toward/driving heterogeneous grid
interoperability. And accordingly, we at Bloor NA reject the argument that Sun’s
approach to grid computing is homogeneous in nature.
Sun Products, Strategy, and Competitive Positioning

From a product perspective we learned that:
•

Sun builds its own grid resource/policy management software (contained
in Sun Grid Engine (SGE) and Sun Grid Engine Enterprise Edition
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(SGEEE)). This is important because some vendors (IBM, for instance)
rely on third party products from companies such as AVAKI and Platform
for grid resource/policy management software. When coupled with Sun’s
systems, application development environments, operating systems,
storage subsystems, and systems and network management software ―
Sun puts forward a very potent cluster-level grid offering.
•

When Sun competes at the enterprise- and global-grid level, Sun
frequently partners with AVAKI (a supplier of grid software that includes
support for large, heterogeneous environments as well as rich naming
conventions and other important enterprise-level functionality).

From a strategic perspective we learned that:
•

Sun uses a “bottom-up” approach to build grid marketshare. Sun starts
by selling at the departmental level ― and then scales upward, seeking to
expand to all departments within the enterprise (an upward migration
strategy). This contrasts sharply with the approaches that IBM, HP, and
Platform Computing are taking (top-down).

•

Sun’s bottom-up strategy appears to be working (as evidenced by the
company’s grid installed base of almost 5200 clusters).

From a competitive perspective, we learned that:
•

Sun’s traditional competitors (Hewlett-Packard and IBM) are focused at
the high-end of the grid market (on enterprise/global level opportunities).
This leaves the door wide open for Sun to target the departmental grid
level.

Sun: Areas that “Need Improvement”

Although our research showed that Sun is committed to heterogeneous grid
interoperability, and that Sun has a solid grid product line and go-to-market
strategy that can readily be differentiated from IBM and HP ― we did have one
philosophical difference with Sun’s grid professional services strategy. We note
that Sun is approaching the grid market in much the same way that it has
approached the general computing market. The company’s revenue stream is
derived from building/selling systems platforms, middleware, and Java application
development environments. Under this model, Sun leaves much of the
professional services grid design and deployment revenue to its business
partners.
To us, this approach makes perfect sense now because the commercial grid
market is still in its infancy and grids are generally small. But over time we
believe that Sun will have to invest in building its own professional services
organization in order to obtain and service large grid customers (because we
believe that many of Sun’s smaller distributors will not be large enough to design,
deploy, and service large enterprise and global grids). Further, we believe that
failure to build-up Sun grid professional services will leave much revenue on the
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table for companies such as IBM (Global Services), EDS, and other large
systems integrators.
Overall

Overall, we learned that:
•

Sun is taking a unique approach to the grid marketplace ― targeting
department-level clusters and then up-selling into enterprise/global grid
opportunities (Sun’s major competitors focus at the enterprise-level and
down-sell);

•

Sun has a surprisingly strong grid product set. It’s Grid Engine Enterprise
Edition contains the software needed for grid resource management and
policy setting ― and when combined with IPlanet, Sun Management Center,
the company’s application development environments, operating systems,
and hardware (all covered in the “Core Products” section of this report ― Sun
has a very potent grid product set aimed at departmental cluster
opportunities.

•

AVAKI is a key strategic partner to Sun because AVAKI provides Sun with
important naming/directory service and heterogeneous interoperability
software needed to create and service enterprise/global grid environments.

•

The “Sun is homogeneous” grid argument is invalid. From our perspective
Sun is working diligently to ensure that its products work well in
heterogeneous computing environments.
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Snapshot ― United Devices

United Devices
12675 Research, Building A
Austin, Texas 78759
Tel: 512.331.6016
Fax: 512.331.6235

http://www.UD.com
In this briefing (and during subsequent research) we learned that:
•

UD focuses on aggregating general purpose computing power to enable
research organizations as well as commercial enterprises to harvest unused
PC computing cycles within their organizations. This strategy is different from
those of companies such as AVAKI, Data Synapse, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
and Sun Microsystems ― but similar to that of Entropia.

•

The company has a solid grid product solution (called the “MetaProcessor”
platform that is rich in security features; scales extremely well; and is
unobtrusive (grid applications run in the background and are well-separated
from the PC user). The grid product set features distributed resource
management (DRM ― crucial for managing grid processing and storage) as
well as policy management software.

•

UD makes use of Web services architecture to help manage PC populations.
This is an important differentiator because it means that, as Web services
architecture gains greater market acceptance, UD MetaProcessor platform
will be well positioned to add new management characteristics and additional
functionality ― and will also be able to more easily add new applications to its
product portfolio;

•

Huge amount of experience with large-scale research grids (for instance: the
Intel/United Devices Cancer Research project ― the world’s largest general
purpose computing grid; Anthrax screening; American Diabetes Association
— a research project as well as a commercial customer;

•

UD has extremely attractive grid and grid management pricing;

•

UD has a software development kit that helps customers deploy applications
on UD grids. Further, UD can provide professional services resources to
assist in application integration as well as training services to help Information
Systems (IS) developers learn how to design, deploy, and manage grids.

We also observed that:
•

United Devices is small (currently at 48 people) ― and this limits how much
effort the company can put forward in sales, in building application partner
relationships, and in developing distributor/vendor relationships. Further, it
limits how much professional services support the company is able to offer;
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•

The company has a “fledgling” independent software vendor (ISV) program
― at present Accelrys (in life sciences) is United Devices’ only ISV partner.

•

UD’s background largely consists of scientific compute grids and UD has few
commercial accounts in its portfolio of users. Novartis (a pharmaceutical
company) and ADA (American Diabetes Association) were the only
commercial references provided.

United Devices responded to our observations with some additional information:
•

UD is currently engaging in 15 pilot (100-1000 seats) projects with
commercial customers who have purchased their MetaProcessor platform.
These customers span a range of industries including Life Sciences,
Government, GeoSciences and Financial Services.

•

Accelrys offers close to 300 applications in the Life Sciences space including
sequence analysis and target validation applications such as CHARm,
LigandFit, Modeler, SeqFold, and Delphi.

•

UD has been very successful with their SDK which has allows easy wizardbased application integration based on Web services standards.

When all was said-and-done, Bloor NA concluded that United Devices has a solid
general purpose aggregation product set (with strengths in security and
management). We liked the company’s pricing schema (very competitive). We
especially liked the company’s focus on Web services-enabling its management
product set (it bodes well for future product integration). And we liked the fact that
the company has created a software development kit that makes it easy to
build/port products to the UD MetaProcessor platform.
We also concluded that the company knows what it needs to do. They have
started to build a stable of ISV partnerships; they are working with vendors such
that they can get more “feet-on-the-street” to help market the MetaProcessor
platform; and they’re acutely aware that they need to expand into commercial
markets (they’re focusing on life sciences, financial services, geo sciences,
material sciences, industrial engineering, government, and academia).
We believe that this company’s only weakness is its size ― the company is
restrained by having few people to structure relationships and push its product
into the evolving commercial grid marketplace. We suspect that, as revenues
continue to grow, United Devices will grow its organization and correct this
shortcoming.
Overall, UD has a strong focus (the creation of PC compute grids); good
products; several differentiators (especially the Web services element).
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Summary
Part III

Summary — Part III
After completing briefings with the vendors profiled in Part III, Bloor Research
believes even more strongly that not only are grid technologies moving into
commercial markets — in many cases, they are already there. We found
vendors such as Sun and Platform with a large base of installed customers.
Other smaller vendors such as AVAKI and Entropia, have a very solid position in
their respective niches. And we discovered that the major systems vendors ―
IBM, Sun and HP — are also basing their computing strategies and products on
grid technology, and Web services architecture, and systems/storage selfmanagement.
General Observations
Each vendor had a sound strategy; a well-defined market position; and either
solid grid product offerings or strong ISV partnerships to supplement grid offerings
in the areas of resource/policy management.
And at least in the neat-term, there appears to be room in the marketplace for all
these major players. Over time, as these vendors extend the scope of their grid
solutions by offering products or services which were once provided by a partner,
this market may consolidate ― but for now there is plenty of market opportunities
for all of the vendors we covered in this report.
Primary Differentiators
This section describes the primary differentiators for each vendor covered in this
report. Depending on your installed infrastructure, application set, level of internal
expertise and business issues, one of these solutions may be better than another.
•

AVAKI has significant mind-share in the Life Sciences market, offering a
packaged solution that is easily deployed and can provide highthroughput computing for applications that include complex modeling and
simulations such as drug discovery. AVAKI’s solution also includes a
data grid that provides secure, distributed collaboration through federated
data access, and an application grid for sharing application software
across multiple locations. Other AVAKI target markets include
manufacturing design chain applications and financial services.
AVAKI has very strong built-in security, naming, scheduling, usage and
management policies, and heterogeneous server support, which make it
an enterprise and even inter-enterprise solution. A particular strength of
Avaki is their broader definition of grid, where grid is used not only for
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aggregation of compute power, but also for collaboration among multiple
dispersed groups who may be working jointly on a particular project or
design.
•

DataSynapse approaches the market from an “application integration”
point-of-view. The company stresses that it has the tools, application
program interfaces (APIs), and ability to show enterprises in financial and
energy markets build new applications on compute grids (onto
migrate/redeploy existing applications on compute-oriented grids).

•

Entropia is targeted specifically to PC compute grids— and is designed to
aggregate unused PC processing cycles. In organizations that have
installed hundreds or thousands of PCs that are only being utilized about
20% of the time, Entropia can provide a high-performance centrally
managed compute environment without installing any additional
hardware. Customizable policy –based management can be set up to
reflect the organizations priorities. Entropia uses a bottom-up approach,
starting at a departmental level to provide improved PC utilization.
A key strength of Entropia is the emphasis on isolation of the desktop
user from the distributed application using that PC’s excess cycles. The
PC user can “reclaim” his PC transparently at any time. The distributed
application is also protected from the desktop user by sophisticated
security features.

•

Hewlett-Packard stands-out in grids by its emphasis on the grid “utility”
model for computing (grid computing power can be purchased like
electricity ― it can just be “made available” as needed). The company
has done an excellent job packaging a complete grid datacenter
management package that includes resource management, network
management, systems management, and policy management software
― all integrated as part of a turnkey solution called the “Utility Data
Center”.
Having so praised HP, we also note on the other hand that HP still has a
lot of work ahead integrating newly-acquired Compaq’s grid product set,
partnerships, and clusters into its overall strategy. But we note, HP’s
primary grid issues today are marketing related (and directly related to the
HP/Compaq merger). We are convinced that HP has an excellent grid
product solution manifest in its UDC.

•

IBM’s long-term enterprise strategy is based on a grid infrastructure, Web
services and autonomic computing. IBM believes these elements will
comprise the next “model of computing”.
Note that:
o

IBM has strong partnerships with grid software providers
including Platform, Entropia, AVAKI, and United Devices
(companies with whom IBM partners to bring cross-platform,
heterogeneous grid services to its target markets.
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o

IBM has a huge professional services organization that is
qualified to design, implement and install enterprise and intercompany grids.

o

IBM has a very strong emphasis on self-managing systems,
storage, and networks management, which will be a necessity
as grids begin to define “virtual” organizations that include
partners and suppliers.

IBM is a good choice for large enterprises and for companies who are
evaluating an on-demand services oriented model —to either create
their own utility, or as a way to purchase services and applications
from a service provider.
•

Parabon Computational can be differentiated by its architecture (a
dedicated server runs its Frontier DRM/security/management
package; its cost (especially as compared to HP’s more
comprehensive Utility Data Center); and clients/grid servers run its
Pioneer application) as well as its preference for Java.

•

Platform Computing’s strength is in their extensive “evolutionary “
product line in the areas of performance, resource and workload
management. Platform’s performance management products help
users map business processes to usage and resource requirements,
thereby tailoring a large-scale enterprise solution that meets business
needs. Platform has 1500 customers, many of whom have enterprise
grids with many “clusters of clusters” across heterogeneous (NT,
UNIX, Linux, Windows), geographically dispersed locations.
Platform has also integrated over 100 applications across multiple
industries including EDA, life sciences, and financial services. Recent
partnerships will result in future products specifically targeted to
financial services.

•

Silicon Graphics (SGI) can be differentiated by its strong emphasis on
visualization. The company uses its processors to process huge
amounts of data, and its advanced graphics subsystems to present
that data. It is also important to note that SGI uses grids to distribute
complex graphics to distributed populations of creative and technical
users ― in other words, SGI uses grids for collaborative purposes. A
key element of SGI’s grid strategy involves the use of grids for
collaborative purposes.

•

Sun Microsystems is a strong provider of departmental “cluster grids”
for Linux and Solaris environments — used primarily to maximize
CPU utilization within a department. Sun also has dozens of
customers using Sun Grid Engine Enterprise Edition for its
sophisticated policy management capabilities, for workload and
distributed resource management. These solutions are very effective
in enterprise environments where multiple departments are competing
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for resources and there is a need to allocate those resources based
on priority, budget or for a special project deadline.
Sun also has a Web services strategy (Sun ONE), so expect them to
be a major player in the Service grid marketplace.
If you are looking to implement grid within a department or enterprise
and build from the “bottom-up” (in a Solaris and/or Linux
environment), then Sun is a good solution. If you’re looking for
enterprise grids, Sun plus value-added software from AVAKI make a
compelling enterprise computing grid offering.
•

United Devices is a good choice for PC-based computing grids. The
company’s installed base largely consists of scientific/research
compute grids ― but UD is on the cusp of landing its first large
commercial grid accounts. UD’s security and manageability for its
grid architecture are good. And the company’s focus on Web
services-enabling its architecture positions it very well to capture Web
services manageability applications (as well as Web services-enabled
packaged/custom applications) on its grid platform in the future.
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FINAL PART: SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
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What This Section Is About
This section is a wrap-up summary for this report.
What We Hope You Learned
This report covered a lot of ground in the grid market space. But upon the
completion of this report we hope that you learned:
1. The types of grid environments;
2. The relationship of grid and Web services architectures.
3. The relationship of self-managing systems/storage and to grid and Web
services.
4. Benefits of grid technologies
5. How grid technologies can be used in commercial environments;
6. The benefits of the converged grid /Web services models ― the service
grid);
7. How the service grid will be used in commercial accounts
8. Where to turn for products and services related to building a grid or
service grid computing architecture.
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Chapter
7

Summary Observations
This report represents several months of research and interviews conducted by
Bloor Research NA to help “sort-out” the grid marketplace and related vendor
strategies, products, and services. It was designed to help you save research
time and effort ― and has been presented in an unbiased, statement-of-fact and
statement-of-opinion manner.
One of the primary purposes of this report was to educate IS executives and
administrators. We sought to help define grid computing, Web services, and selfmanagement software and solutions. We also showed you how the three
technologies are converging to create a very powerful computing infrastructure for
running complex calculations; for creating collaborative environments in which
complex graphics can be presented in real time amongst geographically
distributed organizations; for creating collaborative environments for resource
sharing (systems, storage, network, application, and database resources).
Another area of focus for this report was to provide you with anecdotal examples
of how grids are being used today. We presented those anecdotes in two
chapters: a scientific/research utilization chapter, and a commercial use chapter.
Our purpose in so doing was to provide IS executives with an understanding of
how grids have been deployed in scientific environments ― and how grids are
now being deployed to solve real-world computing problems in commercial
environments.
The third focal point of this report was to provide you with an understanding of
vendors who offer grid solutions. We interviewed the eight top vendors in the grid
computing marketplace ― and we were able to provide you with information that
clearly distinguishes and differentiates each vendor from another.
Grids in Commercial Computing
In this report we argued that scientific/research grid usage has proven the
concept that grids work from a proof-of-concept computing and collaborative
perspective. If this is true, then one follow-on question may be: “where do we
expect grids to make their initial inroads into commercial computing”? Bloor NA’s
research suggests that grids will be initially adopted by commercial enterprises to
solve the following types of issues:
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1. Server/storage consolidation (or at least aggregation of server/storage
resources);
2. Maximization of CPU resources (computing power) at the departmental
level;
3. Distributed resource & workload management;
4. Batch processing (processing huge volumes of information more quickly);
5. Speed time-to-market (a grid could, for instance, reduce the time it takes
to create a software build ― enabling independent software vendors to
bring product to market more quickly);
6. Collaborative computing (sometimes known as peer-to-peer computing)
endeavors; as well as
7. Database decision support /data mining activities.
Each of these uses bears closer examination:
•

From a server/storage consolidation perspective ― Bloor NA projects that
grids will be used for “virtual” server and storage consolidation in a
distributed environment. In this context, consolidation refers to gathering
together unused computer cycles as well as locating unused storage and
transparently applying it where it is needed. When virtualized, these
computing and storage resources can be used more efficiently to
maximize utilization of processing power and storage. Policy-based grids
can improve quality of service by distributing workload and resources
within or between departments.

•

Another way to exploit the compute grid commercially would be to use a
compute grid for the processing of large batches of information. Batch
processing jobs that currently take all night could be done in just a few
hours — enabling enterprises to “free-up” existing computers for other
processing tasks.

•

Information grids move beyond capturing raw compute power to include a
focus on sharing information and applications amongst inter- or intracompany groups or across geographical boundaries. Information grids
give enterprises the ability to find and share inter-company resources
(systems, storage, files, documents, and data) ― while potentially
allowing an enterprise to share resources beyond its own firewall in order
to facilitate intra-organization collaboration and communication. A
commercial firm (for instance, an auto manufacturer) could use an
information grid to share design data between departments (like between
design and engineering groups) or between geographically separated
organizations (between Detroit and Milan auto design facilities, as an
example). Work on complex design/modeling (which usually burns a lot
of computing cycles) could be conducted in real time between
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geographically separated organizations ― potentially leading to faster
time-to-market or design/engineering efficiencies.
•

Finally, commercial enterprises capture a lot of data (transactional,
collaborative, run-the-business, business-to-business, etc.). Some of this
data can be organized in such a way as to allow the enterprise to drilldown and analyze that data for business or other trends. To do this kind
of drill down, two elements are required: 1) decision support or data
mining software; and, 2) lots of processing power. Bloor NA expects
decision support/data mining applications to be amongst the earliest uses
of grid computing in commercial markets (especially in financial markets
where trends analysis is key to an enterprise’s strategic success).

When should I consider Grid technologies?
If your business requires additional computing power, or if it has the need to
enable the sharing of complex files between geographically dispersed individuals,
then its time to begin investigating this technology.
From our perspective, you need to ask yourself the following questions
Does my company have compute-intensive applications such as design,
modeling & complex simulations?
Is my enterprise effectively utilizing all of our computing resources at a
department level or within the enterprise?
Do we have multiple departments that are competing for resources —
and if so, would grid resource/policy management software help alleviate
this situation?
Are we looking at server/storage consolidation?
Are we looking to improve quality of service in a distributed environment?
Is my company considering purchasing compute power and applications
“on demand” from a service provider?
Is my company looking to create its own utility?
If the answer to these questions is affirmative, it may well be time to start to
evaluate grid computing architecture and related solutions.
What Issues Should My Organization Be Aware Of?
From a strategic planning perspective, Bloor Research NA observes that the
following issues/obstacles should be weighed by IS executives who are
considering commercial adoption of grid computing:
1. There is a distinct lack of tested packaged/turnkey applications
solutions available from grid vendors and their partners. Note that
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many grid solutions to date have been developed using custom code.
IS managers must be careful to ascertain if their chosen packaged
software will run on a grid.
2. Inter/Intra-organizational (global) grids will require advanced security,
authentication, fail-over, and cross-systems manageability features in
order to ensure that resources can be shared securely and reliably.
Accordingly, Bloor NA believes that today’s grids are best piloted
within the firewall until grid standards for security, naming, et al are
worked out…
3. Although there are dozens of self-management tools available on the
market today, most of them need to be better integrated with one-andother (this is especially true in heterogeneous computing
environments) in order to provide IS buyers with maximum benefit.
Carefully weigh how much it will cost your organization to build and
manage a grid infrastructure given the lack of integration of selfmanagement tools and utilities.
4. Be aware that there is a lack of human administrative expertise to
deploy and manage grids; and
5. Web services are not a panacea. Bloor NA in its report “Web
Services Gotchas” has identified several shortcomings in the areas of
security, reliability, messaging, privacy, and transaction handling.
Fortunately, we also have identified products that can help IS buyers
“work-around” each and every Web services shortcoming identified
above; and,
Parting Comment
Based upon lack of knowledge about the convergence of grids, Web services,
and self-management software, many commercial enterprises are overlooking
the benefits that can be derived from grid computing. And, we think that
numerous articles in the trade press are adding to the confusion over grid
architecture, Web services, and self-managing environments ― making it seem
as though all three technologies/architectures are futuristic and not yet ready for
prime time.
From our perspective, the scientific use of grids has proven the concept that grids
can be successfully deployed in both compute-intensive and collaborative
commercial computing environments.
Yes, there are some issues that IS
managers would be wise to consider up-front before deploying grid or Web
services architecture ― but every issue that we identified in this report can be
overcome with proper planning or additional software/services.
We have already seen grids successfully deployed in real world commercial
situations today in life sciences, engineering, manufacturing, and financial
services environments. Grids are not futuristic ― they are here now. And we
know (and have substantiated) that they will work in commercial computing
environments today.
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